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CELEBRATE THE FOURTH OF JULY AT CLOVIS THIS YEAR
Protect Your Auto
with a St Paul Policy
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BRYAN RESIGNS AS
CABINET

Maiumr.

$1.00 PER

YEAR
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$800.00 WILL BE GIVEN

FIRE AT TEXICO TUESDAY.
AWAY IN PRIZES.
MAN BURNED TO DEATH

OFFICER

otherwise might lead to war.
Second: To warn Americans
candidate for President and not to travel in foreign ships and
author of nearly thirty peace in the war zone.
Third: To prohibit the carrytreaties with the principal nations of the world, resigned as ing of munitions on passenger
Secretary of State today as a ships.
dramatic sequel to the disagreement with President Wilson over
Santa Fe Goes Wet
the Government's German polAs a result of one of the
icy.
The resignation was ac- warmest prohibition elections
cepted by the President.
ever waged in the history of
The cabinet then approved the New Mexico,
the capitol city
response prepared to the German went wet in Monday's election
reply to the Lusitania note.
Every
by a majotity of 132.
Rather than sign the docu conceivable argument and ounce
ment, which he thought might of energy was expended by both
possibly draw the United States the pros and antis.
into war, Bryan submitted a Secret Ballot a Novelty.
letter of resignation declaring
The secret ballot was a nove Ity
that "The issue involved is of to many a ward heeler and votsuch moment that to remain a er. The voter could procure no
member of the cabinet would be ballot except from the election
as unfair to you as it would be board and he marked his ballot
untrue to the cause which is in a booth which only one voter
nearest to my heart, namely, could enter at a time. After
the prevention of war."
marking the ballot he folded it,
P ft n accepted the resigna handed it to the election manag
tion in a letter of regret, tinged er and it was placed in the ballot
with a deep personal feeling of box. It was all very simple, but
affection. These letters consti- kept the politicians guessing and
tuted the official announcement more than one voter, not only
of Bryan's departure from the those of the ignorant kind, but
cabinet to private life, given out many of the highly intelligent
at the White House.
class, confessed afterwards that
The points which Bryan sug- they marked their ballots differgested as a means to keep out of ently from what they had
trouble and on which the Presi-dne- t
differed are:
First: Suggest to Germany The Ladies Aid of the Baptist
the naming of a commission to Church will hold a cooked food
determine the responsibility and sale on Saturday afternoon, June
adjust the differences, which 12th at Bills Grocery.
Washington, June
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"No Chain U Stronger
Than IU Weakest Link"

Old, Strong and Reliable.
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The Clovis News is determined
to out distance by far any weekly paper in New Mexico in the
Two
matter o f circulation.
thousand names must be added
to the list in five weeks time.

8. -- William

J. Bryan, three times democratic

It's a Herculean task. It's the
biggest proposition ever under
taken by a weekly newspaper.
But this is the day of big things.
This is a .big section of the
world in which we live. Big
people reside here. Big in heart.
Big in brain.
Big in power.
The News wants to herald the
big possibilities of this big
country, with its big people, to
the four corners of the world,
as it were, that it may induce
more big people to come here.
To do this we must get in touch
with these people. Hence this
mighty effort, an effort that will
enlist the sympathy and help of
every citizen in the county who
is interested in the development
of the county.
A Campaign

Difi erbnt

This subscription campaign is
different from any subscription
campaign you ever saw.
It's
different in the number and
value of prizes given away. It's
different in the length of time it
is to run. In other campaignes
one, or at most, two or three
prizes are given away. Those
who are lucky enough to secure
one of these prizes are the only
ones who receive anything for
their work. Others may have
rendered valuable service, but
they receive nothing. This is

not just. The Clovis News does
not want something for nothing.
In this campaign there is a prize
for EVERYONE. .There are no
Every
blanks to be drawn.
campaigner who stays to the
close win receive a prize,
Again, this campaign will run
for a few weeks, whereas other
campaigns run
months,
some dinerence,
don t you
think?

for

The Prizes
The first prize is choice between a $350 Jessie French
piano and a trip, with all expenses paid, to the Exposition
in California.
The piano has
been purchased of The Rice
Furniture Co. and has been
shipped direct from the factory
here. When it arrives it will
be on display at that store. The
musicians and all interested
parties are invited to call and

inspect

it

The second prize iB a solid
gold watch, either Elgin or
Waltham works. This watch
has been purchased of E. T.
Jernigan &Co., Jewelers, and
is on display at that store. Call
and ask Mr. Jernigan about this
watch.
Or a scholarship i n a
Busi- reputable
first class
ness College.
All other campaigners will receive ten percent of all money
collected on subscriptions.
Hence, as has been stated
above, everyone will receive
(Continued on last page)
-
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As a result of a fire at Texico ico for seven years. The other
at 2:30 Tuesday morning, three two buildings burnm. were occubuildings were burned to the pied by a pool hall und a restauground and the body of C. M. rant, the'latter conducted by the
Lyons, a restaurant keeper, was deceased.
found charred in the ruins. An
autopsy reveal what the physicians claimed was murder and
possibly arson to cover the
crime, but the concensus of
opinion is that the man burned
while in an intoxicated condition.
The coroners jury returned the
verdict that the man came to his
death i n a violent manner
through unknown causes. The
physician alleges that an examination of the lungs shows that
the man was crushed and death
occured before the body was
burned, but the supposition is
that the falling timbers probably
caused the injuries shown on the
body, the back of which was not
burned.
The fire started in a small
frame building located about
nity leet irom the track, near
the depot. It has been occupied
by a paint shop and as the windows were broken, the fire may
have been started by a spark
from a passing locomotive or it
may have been purposely fired
to cover a crime. It is the popular opinion however that had
Lyons been murdered, it could
have been for no other cause
than robbery and that such was
not the cause as his watch and
four dollars in money was found
on his body. He had no known
enemies and had resided in Te x- -

Boy Accidently Killed
While closing a w ire gate with
a lever, which rebounded, striking him in the abdomen, the 6
year old son of Mrs. Alexander,
who resides at the Moore farm
10 miles northeast of Clovis, was
so seriously injured Monday that
he died at 9 o'clock Tuesday

evening.
The lad was apparently uninjured by the accident and was
up and about the place 'untill
Tuesday evening when his con
dition became serious. A physician was summoned, but death
came before his arrival. Burial
was at Pleasant Hill cemetery
Tuesday.

Clovis Boy Graduates
Among the graduates from the
Albuquerque High School this
year is Chas Houchen, a Clovis
boy, who received his diploma
The commencelast Friday.
ment address was delivered by
Ralph Ely, of Deming, one of
the best speakers in the state.
Mr. Ely will speak in Clovis at
the 4th of July celebration on
the 5th.

J. S. Edwards was up from
Slaton Tuesday on tax matters
before the board of county

PECIA LS

PAY DAY

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15th and 16th,
Dresses of sheer White VoHe
hemstitched and hand - embroid- ered, also with tucked skirt and
lace trimmed waist, $7.75, $8.Z5,
$8.75, $10.50 and $11.50 values
Special for June
JpO.yO
15th and 16th

I

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
Lot j

y and p Z D
'
95c to $1.35 values, Special
c

'

79c

Lot 2
Vo,Ies and CrePe Dresses, $1.25
98c
to $1.45 values, Special

....

Lot 1.
Misses' Dresses in Poplin, Crepe
and Chambray, $1.25 value 98c
Lot 2.
Poplin, Linene, Crepe, Gingham
Dresses, $1.75, $1.85 and $1.95

ya,ue8 Speciai

$149

Women's Waists and Blouses
Spring Coats and Coat Suits at
98c
$1.45 Wash Silk, special
d'
' K1C-$2.75 Tub Silk, special $1.98
,
,
.
,
$1.25 to $1.65 values in Voiles, Children's Dresses, made of fine
R
UltS
at
Me"8
and
Organdies and Flaxons, $1.75 to
Satin Stripe Organdieand
20 per cent Discount I
$1.39
Silk Mull, special price ... "OC $1.85 values, Special
b

fto

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Company.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

I

THE CL0VI3 NEWS

or

REMARKABLE

CASEof Mrs.llAM
Declares Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Saved Her life
and Sanity.

Shamrock, Mo. "I feel It my duty
to tell the public the condition of my
tc
health before using
your medicine. I had
falling, inflamma-- f
SOW
Vgy
tion and congestion,
CopyRIOrHT Qy P.T. COLLIER.
CHAMBERS
ROBT.
female weakness,
SYNOPSIS.
paint in both tides,
shall live to see Paris besieged, and ing to me. "I wish to rest for a little
CHAPTER VIII.
"He's gone to see .Mornac; It will
you shil live to see Paris surrender, while before I go to Point Paradise.
backnehea and bearMorout
for
turn
be
our
Look
next
S. a:
soldier of
mti Anirlcsn
and you shall live to see the Interna- I am curiously tired of poverty, Mon
ing down paint, was
A Man to
employ of the French Im
you tripping tn your
nac,
or
he'll
catch
short of memory,
ut the outbreak of the l'ran-- i tionale rise up from nowhere, seize the sieur Scarlett." she added, and held
perii: i
The train which bore me out of the report"
w ;ir,
Is ordered
j
to arrest government by the throat, and choke out
!..
nervous, impatient,
her shabby gloves with a gesture arc of the Prussian fire at Strasbourg
John
khui.it, a leader of the Com-l- i.
I said, angrily, "how
here,"
"Look
passed sleepless
i. ;.:
ul.l h iNperted of having stolen it to death under the red flag of unt of despair; "I am reduced to very passed In between the fortifications of can Mornac catch me tripping? I'm
tlie nr.. mm ii Jewell. While search-tu- n versa! ahem!
. .
nights, and had
.
license" As little I have scarcely anything left, Paris the next morning about eleven not under his orders."
fur Hu. .hurst.
li ordered to faintest
sneer came Into his pallid face . . . and I am weak enough to long o clock. Ten minutes later I was
neither strength nor
de Vaiiart and Her group
rrest Cuum-s"You are until you're discharged.
(if u'U: s! and escort them to tile
"and every city of Prance shall be for the scent of the winter violets on a closed cab on my way to
energy. There was always a fear and
theif
r
I.i
You
r.I.
see,
Hylvla
flndi
they've
Hewlett
ti
Klven
the bead
taken it into
commune, and we shall pass from the boulevards."
of tJte oaton (Jiatculied ai a peasant and
quarters of the Imperial Military Po heads, since the crucifix robbery, to dread in my mind, I bad cold, nervous,
carrl l.er to f.a Troppe where the city to city, leisurely, under the law
spells, hot flashes over my body.
lice,
temporarily
In
boused
the Lux tuBpect everybody and anybody short weak
counirfts and her friends are assemble!. our laws, which we
will make and I
Alt ait. ui rtrMted.
It was lata In the afternoon when embourg palace.
The counteai saves
smelling I had a place in my right tide that was
Emperor.
came
Mornao
of
tbe
B arlftt
from a fatal fall from the roof puy me man among us who cannot the last Prussian outpost hailed us.
to sore that I could hardly bear tbe
i uia not enter my door or even around here the day you left He
of the h .une
lie denounces fluckhurst place bis millions in the
banks of Eng oaa oeen asleep ror hours, but waa glance at It; I continued straight on, at the bottom of all this a nice buss weight of my clothes. I tried medicinea
r of the iteds and the counthe
is
ters 'oT l.K'ts him to where Burkhurst Is land ana America!"
awakened by the clatter of horses, and down the corridor to a door, on the ness to cast suspicion on our dlvlslot and doctors, but they did me little good,
ev.rtte'1
Uhlans descend on
He leaned forward In his cbalr. Idly I opened my eyes to see doxen Uh ground-glasand I never expected to get out again.
the ptn.-panes
and Huckhurst escapes during
Gad. bf
foreigners.
Is wounded.
the ii. he
twisting his crumpled bit of paper tn Ians come cantering up and surround ed in red lettering:of which was print because we'repickpocket
He
I got Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
he's
himself
looks
like
a
In
rnH'ir)UNneii
the countess' one hand.
Compound and Blood Purifier, and I cer
our carriage. One of the troopers tied
house at Morshronn, where h Is cared
eyes
and
got
of'
oblique
tbe
the
trick
"HEADQUARTERS IMPERIAL
tainly would have been In grave or In an
A fierce bnttls Is
for hy the rountess.
'I am not fool enough to believe a white handkerchief to hit lance-tip- .
(ought In tlie streots between
French
our reign will last," he said. "It wheeled bis wiry horse, and, fallowed MILITARY POLICE SAFE DEPOSIT." the restless linger movement"
asylum if your medicines bad not aaved
and I'ru'umn soldiers.
Buckhurst pro. mat
Is,"
I
"Perhaps
said.
he
me. But now I can work all day, sleep
I entered, passed rapidly along the
reniies n pt ntcni-and returns the crown may last a month, two months, per- by a trumpeter, trotted off ahead of
Speed looked at me sharply.
tn H'arl-t- t.
Jewel
lie declares he will haps three. Then we leaders will be us.
well at night, eat anything I want, have
face of the steel cage behind which
rive himself uu to the authorities. Scar
I'd
now
"If I were in the service
no hot flashes or weak, nervous t Dells.
lett doubts his sincerity. Buckhurst urge at one another's throats and the
very far .away on the some officers eat on high stools, writ arrest Mornac If I dared."
Presently,
uie countess to go to raraaia.
game Is up! It's always so mob rule
Ail pains, aches, fears and dreads art
hill side, I saw a bit of ing, and presented myself at the gul
appeared to summon gone, my house, children
a
Then
soldier
and husband
can't last It never has lasted and whit move. One minute, two, three, cnet marked, "Foreign Division."
os both, and we followed to ths tem
CHAPTER VII.
never will. But the prudent man will ten passed.
are no longer neglected, as I am almost
A very elegant ofllcer strolled uo to porary
Then, distant galloping
bureau.
entirely free of the bad symptoms I had
make bay before the brief sunshine sounded along the road, nearer, near me guicnet as I laid my bag of dla
A 8truggl
Foreshadowed.
.
At a careless nod from Mornac I
euueu; . i expect,. to
economise a er; three horsemen suddenly wheeled monds on the glass shelf, languidly muttered the formal "I have to report before taking your remedies, and all it
I took my breakfast by the window,
pleasure and happiness in my
and
watching the German soldiery clean little, and set aside enough well, Into view ahead French dragoons, ad' uniockea the steel window-gate- ,
and began mumbling a per- Mrs. Josie Ham, R. F. D. 1.home."
enough t j make It pay, you see."
Box 22.
vanclng at a solid gallop. The Uhlan picked up the bag of Jewels.
ing up Monsbronn.
functory account of my movements Shamrock,
Missouri.
"He's bound to get to Paradise, with the flag spurred forward to meat
The officer was Mornao, the Emper since leaving
A soldier came In and started the
Paris.
why?" I wondered, and said, aloud.
them, saluted, wheeled bis horse and or t alter ego, or ame damnee, who bad
If yon wftn t special adrlc writ
Ore In my fireplace.
When he went
I told the
as far as I went,
"What do you want of me?"
taken over the entire department the which broughttruth
came back.
out 1 drew my code-boofrom my
me to my capture by Lydia K. I'lnkham Mdlcino Co
very
want
immunity from the secret
i
day I left Paris for the frontier, Uhlans
Ana now the brief ceremony was
breeches pocket and tossed It Into the police,
and the natural escape of my comment iui) Lynn, Mass.
Mr. Scarlett"
"Name and number?" Inquired Mor prisoner,
over and our rusty vehicle moved off
Are. After It followed my commission
Buckhurst I merely added
"There Is one thing I want to ask down the hill, while the Uhlans turned nao, indolently. I gave both.
say memoranda, and every scrap of
that I had secured the diamonds and
you," said I. "Why do you desire to bridle and clattered off, scattering
"You
to
desire
declare?"
writing. The diamonds I placed In the
had managed to reach Paris via Strasgo to Paradise V
I enumerated the diamonds, and des
showers of muddy gravel la the rising
bosom of my flannel shirt.
bourg.
"Well,"
he
said,
slowly,
ignated
"I
not
shall
lately
them
those
at
wind.
stolen
A Qcrman ambulance
He listened very quietly while I told
Burgeon ar tell you."
Is Growing Smaller Every Day,
from
the
crucifix
XI.
of
Louis
I dosed towards sunset, waking
rived to see me In the afternoon.
of my encounter with Buckhurst In
"Why notr I demanded.
Mornao
handed
me
a
printed
certlfl Morebronn, of our Journey to Saverne, CARTER S LITTLE
when the Countess stepped back Into
After a brief examination
he sat
I'll say this." he continued. the carriage and seated herself by eate of deposit, opened a compartment
town and resumed a very bad cigar,
Strasbourg, and finally by own ar LIVER PI
"I want you to come to Paradise with my side. Then, after a little, I slept in the safe, and tossed In the bar to
responsible'
which had been smouldering between
rival In Paris.
me and that fool of a woman. I want again. And It was nearly dark when I wiuout sealing it
not only give i elief
Pinvrn'r
bis carefully kept fingers.
"Where Is Buckhurst?" be asked.
you
report
your
to
government
to
I limped off past the glittering steel
they perm a- that was awakened by the startling whistle
"Do you know," he said admiringly,
not know," I replied, doggedly. nentlycureCsi
"I
do
you are watching the house In Para- of a locomotive. In the
i
iir'Mt-s- .
dark southern cage, thankful that the jewels were
"that I have never before seen Just dise, and
"That Is to say that you bad him tisatiss. Mil-- .
HLYER
you are hoping to catch sky a luminous hate hung.
safe,
that
turned
Into
the
corridor,
and
such a wound. The spinal column Is
in your power within the French lines lions
The lights of Strasbourg," whis hastened back to ray own rooms.
not even grazed. As far as I can me there."
yet did not secure bin?"
them
"You
you
my
why
to
refuse
off
To
me
togs,
tell
wish
bathe,
lear
pered
shave.
as
up,
I
the
Countess,
sat
rub
see the blow from the bullet tempo
Yes.
There was something more Bilisaiaeii,
stay
to
at
the
a
In
In
bouse
light
and
dress
Paradise?"
of
my
eyes.
suit
civilian
bing
hot
rarily paralyzed the spinal cord.
mportant to do than to arrest Buck ladiicitisa, Sick Htio'scas, Sallow SUa,
"Yes,
I refuse.
And, by- I looked for Buckhurst; his place clothes took me longer than usual. hurst. I bad every reason to believe SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
There is no fracture, no depression,
,
waa
I
Is
a
the
for
Countess
trifle
to
lame.
think
that
waa empty.
I do not see why you should not walk
that an Important conspiracy was bea
i
Genuine must bear Signature
I have presented myself In Paris and
i siowiy retraced mv ing ripened somewhere near Paradise.
runoenni,
"Mr. Buckhurst left us at the rail
If you desire to."
government
steps
that
pardoned
inrougn toe bedroom and dress
the
baa
road crossing," she said.
"When? NowT"
had every reason to believe that the
me."
and out Into the tiled ball robbery of the crown Jewels might furLeft us!"
"Try It," he said, briefly.
He rose and walked to the window;
Yes! He boarded a train loaded way, where, at the end of the dim cor nish funds for the plotters.
i mea. Apart from a certain mus
He bad busl ridor, the door of Colonel Jarraa' bu
cular weakness and a great fatigue, I at the same moment I heard the sound with wounded.
Tbe arrest of one man could not
Satan and the Cerulean Deep.
nesa to transact In Colmar before he reau stood partly open.
round It quite possible to stand, even of wheels below.
break up the conspiracy; I desired to
In a quandary."
"I'm
As I sat down I glanced around and
"I believe that is our carriage," he presented himself to the authorities
to move a few steps. Then I sat down
trap the leaders; and to that end I
"What about?"
said. "Ars you ready to start, Mr. In Paris. . . . And we are to go by saw my old comrade, Speed, sitting deliberately liberated this man Buckagain, and was glad to do so.
"I have two Invitations to dinner,
In a dark corner, chewing a cigarette
way of Avrlcourt"
The doctor was looking at my legs Scarlett?"
hurst as a
If my Judg"
I
Is the Countess de Vaasart to go
So Buckhurst had already began to and watching me In alert silence.
rather grimly, and It suddenly flashed
ment hat been at fault, I accept the and can't decide
one
"Which
accept?"
to
"You
present
are
to
I
sug
report?"
with
programme.
us?"
execute
asked,
his
trying to find a reaon me that I had dropped my blanket
But the ab
blame."
"No, which one to refuse. One Is
and be bad noticed ny hussar's trou son for these events which were suc rupt infernal precision of the man gested Colonel Jarras, heavily.
Mornac examined bla carefully kept
my
began
to a home where a young ludy has
I
report
was
but
ceeding one another too quickly to suit Jarred me unpleasantly.
Immedi finger-tipsers.
in detail.
Just cotno home from a piano conIn the dark I felt cautiously for my ately stopped by Jarras with a peev'Bo," he said, "you are a military me.
"You say he bribed you?"
He gave me an absent-mindenod; diamonds; they were safe In my hip- - ish gesture: "All right, all right; keep
prisoner? I understood from the pro
"I said he attempted to do so," I servatory, and the other Is where a
all that for the Chief of Department replied, sharply.
boy knows a lot of reck
vost marshal ths you were a civil a moment later the Countess entered. pocket.
tattons." Farm Llfo.
Presently our carriage atopped be Your report doesn't concern me."
Buckhurst aided me to rise, the Count"With tbe diamonds?"
lan."
"Doesn't concern you!" I repeated;
"Yes."
As he spoke buckhurst appeared at ess threw my hussar jacket over my fore a tremendous mass of masonry
are you not chief of this bureau,
"You have them?"
CLEAN SWEET SCALP
the door, and then sauntered tn, qui- shoulders and buttoned It "I congrat-luat- e pierced by an Iron, arched gate,
Colonel
Jarras?"
you
through
your
on
which
double
flies
of
convalescence," she
"I deposited them as usual."
etly greeting the surgeon, who looked
snapped
"No,"
arras;,
J
"and
there's
cusby
rolling,
were
low
In
escorted
a
voice. "Lean on me,
"Bring them."
around at the sound of his footsteps said,
May Bs Kept 8o by Cuticura 8oap
toms guards and marines, and we en- no bureau now at least no bureau for
Angry as ! waa, I saluted, wheeled.
on the stone floor.
There was no monsieur."
and Ointment Trial Frts.
Foreign
Division."
the
By head swam; hips and kneep were tered Strasbourg In the midst of a
and hastened off to the safe depoBlt.
longer a vestige of doubt in my mind
Speed leaned forward and said: Tbe Jewel bag was delivered when I
that Buckhurst was a German agent, without strength; she aided me down crush of vehicles. The Countess and Scarlett, my friend,
To have good hair clear the scalp
the Foreign Dl presented my printed slip; I picked
or at least that the Germans believed the stairway and out Into the pale our Alsatian driver helped me to the
islon of the Imperial Military Police It up and marched back, savagely blt-- of dandruff and itching with shampoos
plalforni. I looked around with dread
him to be In their pay. And doubtless sunshine, where stood the same
of Cuticura Soap and touches of Cutirusty vehicle which had at the throng, being too weak to battle has been abolished."
ng my mustache and Firlvlng to con- - cura Ointment
he was In their pay, but to whom he
to dandruff spots and
I asked
Who
the
did
devil
that?"
foothold;
us
for
brought
but
the
a
brave
Alsatian
my
La
from
Trappe.
hither
Increasing
rol
exasperation.
was faithful nobody could know with
Itching. Nothing better than these
tavagply.
I stood beside the carriage, won.
me,
a
elbowed
path
Countfor
and
As
the
I
Never
before
had
endured
Insolence pure, fragrant, supercreamy
any certainty.
emol"Mornac."
from a superior ofllcer.
"How is our patient, doctor!" he derlng how I was going to get In, I ess warded off the plunging human
lients for skin and scalp troubles.
Mornac!
The Emperor's shadow!
1 found
length
cattle,
myself
at
and
waa
questioning Speed as
Mornac
asked. "Can he travel today?"
Sample, each free by mail with Skin
Then truly enough it was all up with entered, and he lolled in
beside the cars where
his chair with
"Before he travels," said the officer.
steod guard at every ten paces and the Foreign Division. But the shame an
expression like the nook. Address Cuticura, Dept. XY,
"It might be well to find out why he
It! the disgrace of as faithful a expression of a cat who pretends to lloaton. Sold everywhere. Adv.
gendarmes stalked about, shoving the
wears part of a hussar uniform."
though forget the mouse between her paws.
body of police, mercenaries
frantic people Into double files.
"I've explained that to the provost,"
were, as ever worked for any
Animal Diseases.
I caught the sleeve of a captain of they
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
observed Huckhurst, examining his
Out of 67.000,000 animals Inspected
gendarmerie who was running to enter cause, good or bad.
finger-nailt
"And I have a
In the last year 633,000 were found to
As we sat there In silence, a soldier
Fences and Hedges Gone.
a
compartment.
pass for him aleo If he la In a fit
be Infected with tuberculosis, and hog
came to summon Colonel Jarras, and
Dill Whst mostattacted ths attenyou want, monsieur?"
"Eh
what
do
condition to travel.
went away, leaning on bla Ivory- - tion of a party of distinguished Euro- cholera and cattle tick have cost tbe
he
In surprise.
snapped
The officer gave him a glance fuU
"Try to make room for this lady In headed- cane, head bowed over tbe peans on an American tour waa the producer anywticre from $100,000,000
of frank dislike, adjusted bis saber,
tring of medals on his breast.
absence of fences and hedges sur- to $150,000,000 In a single year.
your compartment," I aaM.
pulled on his white gloves, and, bowWhen he had gone, Speed came over rounding the suburban homes.
"Willingly, monsieur. Hasten, mading very slightly to me, marched
Jill Party must have followed up
ame; the train Is already moving!" and shut the door, then shook bands
Don t be misled. Ask for Red Cross
straight out of the room and down
one of those western cyclones, I guess. lint Blue. Makes beautiful whits clothes.
with me.
aud he tore open the compartment
the stairs without taking any notice
At all gnod grocers. Adv.
door and swung thai Countess to the
of Buckhurst. The latter looked after
car
platform.
the officer, then his Indifferent eyes
No Great Wealth.
I suppose she thought I waa to fol
returned to me. Presently he sat down
Tom She has a wealth of hair.
low, for when the officer slammed the
produced
and
a small slip of paper,
Iless Oh, I don't know. You can
compartment door she stepped to the
which he very carefully twisted into a
buy those switches, new for $8.
window
open
and
to
It.
tried
cocked hat,
"Quick!" she cried to the guard, who
"1 suppose you doubt my loyalty to
had Just locked the door; "help that
France," he said.
ofllcer In! He Is wounded can't you
Backache
Then, logically continuing my role
I Suposs
You Doubt My Loyalty to see he Is wounded?"
A cataract made the dog's right eye
of the morning, I began to upbraid
C'enius recoraa show that deaths from
SUICIDE
FOR
MOTIVE
FOUND
The
train was gliding along the asFrtnW
kidney disorders bava increased 72 in
blind. Its emaciated condition showhim for a traitor and swear that I
20
1
phalt platform;
yeiirs. I'eople can't seem to realize
hobbled beside the
would not owe my salvation to him.
ed that It was homeless and friendfelt an arm slip under my neck and
Dog's Death Has Led Many
that the first pain in the back, the lirst
"You are unjust and a trifle stupid," another slide gently under my knees, locked compartment, where she stood Manner of
less. There wai no name on tbe coldisorder
of the urine, demands instant
With
Sought
Wss
It
Believe
to
at the window.
he said. "I am paid by Prussia for in- and Buckhurst lifted me.
lar plata
attention that it may be a signal of
Deliberation.
The cars were rolling a little faster
coming
formation which I never give. But I
gvel. dropsy or fatal Wright's
The CouMwes stepped Into the car
disease. The beat prevention of serious
have the entre of their lines. I do riage and took ber piac beBlde me; than I could move along.
Trousers
Skirt,
and
Too.
animals
whether
to
kidney disorders is prompt treatment
Ths question at
"A safe journey, madame," I stamIt for the sake of the Internationale. Buckhurst followed, seating himself
Something decidedly new In feml
the best medicine is Doan's Kidney
was settled to the satThe Internationale has a few people opposite us, and the Alsatian driver mered, catching at the hand sbe held commit suicide
Pills.
apparel
nine
has
been
by
donned
Mrs
at
of
visitors
a
of
number
isfaction
out
and brushing the shabby gloved
in Its service. . . . And It pays mounted to the box.
K. Paraclas, employed In tbe shipping
a
when
menagerie
park
Central
the
lingers
with my lips.
Colorado Case
them well."
"Your
carries you to
yellow-hairebulldog Jumped Into the department of a wholesale grocery In
He looked squarely at me as he Bald the French outposts at Saverne,"
"I shall never forgive this wanton
Stockton, Cal., In the form of a comMrs. 0 H. Day,
said
tank,
relates
hippopotamus
open
air
awry
this. I almoBt trembled with delight: the provost dryly. "If there are no
she said, unsteadily.
third HL,
jrm l 447
The tank It di- bination trouaer and tklrt suit.
Sun.
York
New
tbe
Snllda,
Colo., says:
the man undervalued me, he had taken longer French out pouts at Saverne, you Then the car rolled silently past me,
"I have worked for the company for
of
compartments,
one
nine years
"For
two
Into
vided
me at my own figure, and now. hold- may demand a vise for your past and swifter, swifter, and her white face
niy kidneys were
which Is occupied by Miss Murphy many years," says Mrs. Faraclas. "la
weak and the pln
ing me In absolute contempt, he was continue south to Strasbourg."
faded from my sight.
I
time
that
have
II.
become
Caliph
by
my buck cot so
In
convinced
her
the
otber
ton.
going to be;;ln on me.
The station-maste- r
passed, a hag- and
bad I had to get
Buckhurst half turned towards the
that the business woman should adopt
lined
the
visitors
of
crowd
A
large
up
"Scarlett," he Bald. In English, "let driver. "Allet," he said, quietly, and gard gentleman In rumpled uniform
at night and
railing when tbe dog trotted Into a mods of dress as severely plain as
walk the door. I
us come to the point. I am a merce- the two gaunt horses
and gilt cap; and as he left the office outer
was
on.
so miserable,
I
moved
man.
of
that
have
that
worked
for
alongthe Inclosure and beaded
nary American: you are an American
I knew something
"Is there
railroad at Saverne?" I by the outer door the heavy explosion part of the tank where Caliph was side men for to long that I do not
must be done.
mercenary, paid by the French gov- asked.
of a rampart cannon shook the station.
Finding good rewent down tbe think I am far off the track In this
You care nothing for that
ernment.
"Can you get me to Paris?" I asked. splashing about He
first
"You will take a train at Strassults from the Kid-oplatform to tbe water Idea of mine."
sloping
stone
n
government or for the country; you bourg," replied
box
of Doan's
"Quick, then," he muttered; "this
ney Pills 1 Itont
Buckhurst
During working hours Mrs. Para,
boxes
Caliph
and
in.
plunged
and
snorted
rive
and
would drop both today If your pay
1 am
completely
henW
"And then? Are we going direct to way lean on me, monsieur!
cured
the
attack.
Tbe dog went under clat wears the trousers and a toft
ver I have tak en Pea ns Kidney
ceased. You and I are outsiders; we Paris?"
trying to send another train out but thrashed about
up
When
again.
she
a
on
shirt
come
After
It
not
did
since
One
the
had
ruia
I
results."
and
ttreet
bava
a
are In the world to watch our chances
Quick, this
"Madame de Vassart desires to go Heaven alone knows!
skirt It worn buttime the hippo waa teen tossing tbe straight
And our chance Is here.
CetDsea'salAsw Stere. SO a Bra
there," he said, glancing at her with wayl"
body about In the water. Keeper toned onto the waistband of the trott"The time Is coming when the richA car, doors twinging wide, glided
sort of sneaking deference which
P.
ers
by
and
off
water
drew
fastened
George
and
the
Slchert
tailored
straps
at
est city in Europe will be put to the he now assumed In her presence.
past me; I caught the rail and fall forroSTOUULBURN CO, BUFFALO, M Y.
took out the dead animal and said the tbt tide, allowing access, however, to
Tow aVwt believe It? Tet you
ward
Into
a oonsTtiaesU,
"It la true," aeM Us) CsaaLsaa. tim
all trouaer pockets May lock Werl4
snotiva tor smW waa apparent
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MAN THOUGHT DEAD

WAS HAPPY

FIRST LOCOMOTIVE OVER THE SIERRAS

111

TWENTY YEARS LIVES

HIS PRISOII CELL

CAPITAL AFFAIRS

But He Married, and His First
California Millionaire Says Term
Wife Did Some Marrying Too.
Was "Most Useful in My

Career."

Kansas City. A rumor that a
whom she bad long believed was
drowned on the day after tbetr marApril 19, 1894, is alive, took Mrs.
thing riage,
ASHINGTON. A medicinal drug plant farm on a large scale,
Margaret Trower, now happily married
unique In the annali of horticulture In thli country and abroad, has been
to Joseph A. Trower, salesman
the
established by American scientists on the Virginia bills just opposite the National Live Stock Commissionforcomnational capital. It Is contended by pany, Into the divorce court recently.
those in charge of the farm that it
According to a number of character
will go far toward revolutionizing
witnesses,
their family life has been
drug
plants
In
medicinal
the trade
ideally happy.
and the channels of supply of these
About twenty years ago Mrs.
plants.
Trower, then Miss Maggie Young, was
The whole operation has been
undertaken after conference with the married at Olathe, Kan., to Earl
experts of the department of agricul- Wroughton, a young business man.
ture, who for some years have conducted experiments In the cultivation
!
of medicinal drug plants at the Arling
by
department
ton farm, owned
the
just across the Potomac river. The new drug plant farm Is established on
the property of John I). Henderson, Jr., who has taken a scientific Interest in
the matter and has turned over his land to those In charge for a long period
Of years.
At the drug farm In Virginia about forty-fivacres of land are being
planted with drug plnnts this year, and It Is planned to very much Increase
this acreage next year. Already enough selected belladonna plants for Ave
acres have been brought up under glass. Hlg beds containing 100,000 ginseng
roots have been set out in the woodlands. Other plants which are being
grown Include cannabis, larkspur, golden seal or bydrastls, Japanese peppermint, senega, colchlum and aprigelia.

bus-ban- d

First Medicinal Drug Plant Farm in the World

Atlanta, Ga. When Frederick A.
years old, millionHyde,
aire land dealer and former president
of the board of education of San Francisco, left the federal penitentiary
here, after serving 16 months, his first
statement was that those months had
been the most useful of his whole life.
He added that lie would return to his
borne in California, where bis wife,
daughter and three sons are waiting
for him, not afraid to look any man in
the face.
"Not only have these 16 months
been the most useful In my career,"
aid Hyde, "but this period has been
the happiest of my life, and I have derived more good from my work at the
prison than at any other time."
8entence Is Commuted.
Hyde was Imprisoned In December,
1913, after one of the most sensational
court battles In the history of the
country. He was sentenced to serve
two years for alleged conspiracy In
land frauds, but the sentence was
commuted by President Wilson.
At the penitentiary Hyde was
known among his follow prisoners as
the "angel convict," because of his
work to better the conditions of the
other prisoners, especially those who
were poor. He was assigned to the
prison newspaper, Good Works, and
in the performance of bis duties was
allowed to go to all parts ot the
prison snd mingle with all the convicts.
From the first he took an Interest
In their welfare. He found that basemovie Alms
ball and a few worn-ou- t
were the only amusements In the
prison. He laid out plans for a complete athletic field which, with money
furnished by himself, was constructed
by Hyde and his fellow prisoners.
Great Work In Prison.
Hyde's greatest work In the prison
was with the unfortunate men who
finished their termB but looked upon
freedom with no pleasure because
sixty-seve-

M, (lip

Marian's Dolly

fine summer day little
Marian Coggeshall was playing
her dolly at her home at Cape Cottage, Me. At Intervals the great
guns at Fort Williams, near Cape Elizabeth, boomed terribly and shook the
house. Finally Marian put her doll
on a chair and crept into a corner,
frightened. Then came an extra loud
boom and dolly lost her balance and
fell to the floor, broken into many
bits. Marian was broken hearted, for
although the dolly was not very big,
it was the little girl's pot, and she
had grown to Invo It very much.
A grown-uadmirer of the little
girl listened to her tearful tale and
then told her that she had a Just
claim against tire government and explained to her exactly how such claims were attended to, little thinking that
Marian had any Intention of placing the matter before the authorities at
Washington.
Marian said nothing, but she went to her little writing desk
and penned the following letter:
"Dear Mr. Adjutant General:
"When the big guns wero fired Inst week It shook the house so badly
that my Precious dolly fell onto the floor and was broken to Pieces. May I
ask the Government for another dolly. She was not very big, but She was
my Pet and 1 loved her very much. Yours truly,
"MARIAN COGGESHALL,
"Seven years old."
The letter was received by the adjutant general and given the official
designation of document No. 1919121. The matter was referred to .the quartermaster general for Investigation. Then It went to the commanding general
of the eastern division of t ho army, Maj. On. William II. Hurry, stationed
at New York. Kinnlly the matter readied Col. George T. llurtlett, who commanded the artillery division at Fort Williams.
Colonel llartlett culled Mrs. Coggeshall on the telephone and told her of
the official document. Marian's mother was greatly surprised, for she knew
nothing of her daughter's action, and she assured the officer that Mr.
Coggef-halwould relieve the government of Marian's claim and buy the new
doll himself.
So Marian's father bought here the doll and the matter ended right
there. Put Mitrlan had a perfect right to ask the government to replace
her doll, und If her mother had permitted it, her claim probably would have
been granted.
Her letter still Is on file at the war department here, and Is regarded as
one of the most novel documents ever received by the adjutant general.

ONE

seven-year-ol-

d

Informed Her He Had Received a
ter From Her Husband.

Let-

Wroughton left the day after the ceremony for St. Louis, where he said he
would establish a home. The young
bride waited for word from blm, which
never came. Finally, believing be had
deserted her, she brought action
against him for a divorce. Then she
heard Wroughton had been drowned
and dismissed the suit.
She made a second venture. The
young man in this case was Clyde
Redding, but the match turned out
no more fortunate than the first.
They finally were divorced on the
ground of incompatibility.
About six years ago a third mntri- mouial alliance was made by Mrs.
Itedding with Mr. Trower. According
to friends they got along famously
together and no cloud duf'kened the
horizon of their wedded life until Inst
December a friend who knew her first
husband said ho hud Been Wroughton.
Mrs. Trower went to see Oliver
Wroughton, a relative of her first husband, who is said to have Informed
he had received a letter from the
mhislng man three years ago. From
other sources she Is said to have
learned that Wroughton is now marlives in Terre Haute, lud.
Our High Officials riedMrs.andTrower
News Digests
at once brought suit
against Wroughton, charging deser
government has little or no tion, and recently Judge Thomas J.
average high official of
United
THE for newspaper reading.the He has Stales
to have his newspapers read for Seehoril of the circuit court grunted
him, with the result that subordinate officials or employees of his department her a decree and restored to her the
are assigned to go over the newspa name of Heddlng that of her second
pers dally, and to prepare for him a husband.
digest of the news of the day, with
reference to his particular field of ac- IN SUIT CALLS WIFE "PEST"
tivity.
At bis right hand President Wil- Iron Molder Said She Kept Watch en
son has in Secretary Tumulty a perHim Through Knotson keen for the contents of a newshole.
paper. Tumulty usually has read half
a dozen or more newspapers before
Marion, Ind. Charles A. Lloyd, an
coming to the White House In the Iron molder of Marion, has made unmorning. These papers are eastern usual charges against his wife, Carrie
publications
from the large cities A. Lloyd, in suit filed against her for
which reach Washington by a faBt mall In time to be delivered before break- divorce. Lloyd says his wife was so
During
fast.
the day. the president's secretary Is kept Informed as to what Jealous of his association with others
is going on In the outside world by the newspaper corrosondonts who call that she followed him about in his emregularly at the While House. The White House also takes a large number ployment In factories until she so anOf representative newspapers, and these are carefully read by an employee noyed him that he was compelled to
assigned to the Job, who clips out everythtng relating to the president, the change his place of employment often.
Wbite House, the administration and politics In general.
He says that In one Instance when
When Mr. Tumulty goes home at night he takes this mass of newspaper his wife was denied admission by his
clippings home with him, and no matter at what hour he may go to bed, be employer she sought a knothole In the
never falls to look these clippings through before retiring. Anything he finds fence and there kept watch, so expostherein which he believes Is of sufficient Importance to call the attention of ing herself to the weather that sue be(be president is carefully marked. The next morning the president may And came airk. Lloyd finally charges that
on his desk one or these clippings with a note attached as follows:
his wife Is a pest and prays for a di"Dear Governor: I think you ought to read this.
TUMULT i."
vorce.
In this way, the president Is kept posted.

ANGEL

F. A. Hyde, Lend Speculator, Recently
Released From Federal Prison,
Does Great Work Among Hla
Fellow Convicts.
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BOY HOLDUP, MOVIE'S

Geographic Society Admits

a

Dog to Membership

a dog has been elected a fellow of the National Geographic society
THAT announcement
that will surprise most persons, but this is no
ordinary canine. Ilronte is Its name Pronto McCormick. Bronte was elected
to membership In the society on
March 29, 1915, according to a highly
ornate certiorate of membership
signed by O. P. Austin, secretary ot
the society, and decorated with the
society's official seal.
Ilronte has amused, entertained.
Instructed and mystified thousands
upon thousands of school children,
having already given more than two
thousand
entertainments In 'public
('(.liege
professors
and.
school.
scientists have marveled ut her won
derful fonts of mind reading. There is no trick, nothing to deceive. Her
work Is purely mental work mid It is, presumably, because of her brain
power that she has achieved the distinction of being elected to membership
In a society that Is supposed to embrace only human savants.
Ilronte is a Seolch collie of the finest type. She was born July 29, 190.1,
She can
In the famous collie kennels at Center Moriches, Long Island
counl money, she can count people and tell how many there are In the
room and hew many nave glasses on.

.
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Parts of the Prison.
they were without friends or money
to make a new start in life. To hunHe Went to All

dreds of these Hyde gave encouragement and money. In many cases fur
nished them with sufficient funds to
re establish themselves in business.
One of Hyde's philanthropies iu the
prison was the establishment of a 11'
brary. He bought hundreds ot valuable books with bis own money and
donated them to the prison.
Hyde's conviction followed au In
by
vestlgatlon
former
President
Roosevelt, through Detective William
J. Burns, into alleged tand frauds on
the Pacific coast. Hyde and his bust
ness associates In San Francitco,
where be was very prominent in
social and civic life, declare that he
never defrauded the government out
of a dollar, but that his violation ef
(he law was purely technical.
ALTAR

ENBSHFfiR

BOY SAVfcS

At-

Found Him Bound and Gigged by
Highwaymen Who Planned Extensive Robberies.

Hammond. Ind. Prompted by a
"movie" picture of crime which bo
suw In a theater here, Richard
boy, turned
a thirteen-year-olholdup man. He crept up behind Mrs.
John Leary. wife of a city official, and
dealt her what may bo a fatal blow
with a club. After robbing her he held
up Miss Delia Hartke in a savage attack, and also took her vulunbles. He
also stopped several children. The lad
was arrested at a skating rink and
was a walking nrseuiil. He confessed
numerous robberies and said he wt:a
practicing so he could beat the
"movie" actors in holdups.

Park Ridge, N. J. Frank English,
an altar boy, was on his way to early
mass when he noticed that the water
wheels of the electric power plant
here were still turning. Thinking this
unusual, ho went imlde and found the
night
Grlesch,
engineer.
Kdvnrd
bound and sagged.
Grlesch said he had been visited by
three masked men, who told him to
shut down the plunt und thut cut off
all electric lights in the town. They
also demanded that he direct them to
the houses of the wealthiest people
here, he said.
The engineer said he refused, and
that they attacked him, bound his
hands and feet, and thrust a gag Into
his mnuth, and made o.T vUli 1200
which he had Itt his pi cket The
i
'nvesticiiljn;- n's Flory.

Pur-uion- ,

d

on Prison T.iilor.
Osslnlng. N. Y. John Pnwman.
tailor to the imnntcs at Sing Sing
prison. Iin hern removed bemuse his
' "rnplairrr' "l"itt misfits.
"cnsio- Kick-

r- -

I

The engine shown In the accompanying illustration, Old No. 4 as it Is
known, built In 1865, has the distinction of being the first locomotive to
cross the Sierra Nevada mountains.
For forty years an uninteresting Junk
heap, this engine has at lust been rescued from a life ot oblivion and re

FAMED

-

Loco-

stored to Its original dress in order
to bo an interesting feature of the
railroad exhibits at the Panama-Pa-cillexposition. The old locomotive-Ivariety, with
of the
a diamond-shapefunnel, typical of
the locomotive of that time. World's
Advance.
wood-burnin-

"-a-
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figures for year

Interesting Statistics Recently Given
Out by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
.

TEXAN

BUILT RAILROAD ON
"SHOESTRING.

A

Colonel Uriah Lott Developed the
Country and at the Same Time
Made Fortune for Himself
His Achievements.
The recent death at Klngsvlile. Tex.,
of Col. Uriah Lott removed from the
Industrial life of South Texas one of
the most remarkable railroad promoters who ever Invaded Wall street
with a financial proposition, says the
Kansas City Star. He Is said to have
built more miles of railroad on a
"shoestring" than any man In the
years ago
country. About thirty-fiv- e
Colonel Lott found himself broke In
the little town of Beevllle, down In the
Gulf Coast region of Texas, many
miles oft a railroad. Strictly speaking,
he was not exactly strapped of money,
for he had enough In his pocket to
pay his stage fare back to San Antonio.
piece to deHe tossed up a
termine whether he should remain In
Peevllle or hunt a new Job elsewhere.
The "new Job" proposition won tho
toss. He returned to San Antonio and
a few weeks later he began the con
struction of the San Antonio & Aran
sas Pass railroad. Ills entire burrowed
capital when he started that project
was $50. He got hold of a few miles
of old Iron rails on credit, got enough
money and land bonuses along the
route to the proposed rond to fiont the
scheme, laid the second hand rolls on
n makeshift roadbed and went to New
York to complete the financial arrangements for constructing the road.
fie bonded the first few miles of
tha road for $10,000 n mile and sold
tho bonds to Wall street Interests.
With the proceeds received from these
bonds the road wns extended, and as
fast as finished the bonding process
wns repealed
To moke a long story
short. Colon..: Lott constructed a system of railroads more than seven hundred miles long, extending from San
Antonio to Corpus Chrlstl and Rock- port on the coast, with other lines
running to Houston, to Waco and to
Kerrvtlle. He came out of the deal a
wealthy man. Along about the same
time he constructed the
railroad that runs between Corpus
Chrlstl and Laredo, 161 miles. This
rond Is now a part ot the National
Hallways of Mexico.
With the wealth thnt he had accumulated by his railroad building operations. Colonel Lott went to New
Yprk and opened an office on Wall
street. He hud a fine home on the
Hudson river and was ranked well up
among the men of finnncc. Ills New
York experiences, however, wero disastrous from a financial standpoint
and In a few years he returned to
South Texas, making his home In
Urownsvlllo.
It wns Colonel Lott who "discovered" H. F. Yoakum, who has risen to
a high position in the rnllroad affuirs
of the country.
When the San AnAransas Pass railroad was
tonio
under construction Yoakum was given
the position of general manager ot
the properly. He afterwards served
as one of Its receivers. When Yoakum
became the head of the St. Louis &
San Francisco he employed Colonel
to look after the preliminary
work of building the St. Louis,
Urownsvllle & Mexico. This line wns
originally an Independent proposition,
but later became a part of the Frisco
system.
In the latter years of his life Colo
nel Lott attempted to put through
two or three railroad building srhnmes.
but he found conditions o different
from the old days that he was iinab!-to consummate his pluns.
Texas-Mexica- n

RIVAL

Indiana Youth, Inspired by Films,
tacks and Robs Women and
Children.

Engine That Has the Distinction of Being the First
Old Tim
motive to Cross the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

An

Bear Tries to Climb on Tender.
After a train on the Philadelphia &
Reading railroud near Rupert, Pa.,
stopped to do some shifting uear thero
the crew was surprised to Bee a big
black bear trotting toward the
Thi-shouted, but tho animal
camo on and the men retreated to the
top of tho water tank.
Without stopping, l'.ruln ran to tho
steps-antried to climb up. They
pelted it with coal, and Kngir.rer Da
vid Il"s-- gave the whistle a long toot.
Apparently frightened, the big be.ist
turr.rd I'll und disappeared In a
title!., t
loto-noilv- e

s

Gross operating revenues of all the
railroads of the United States (having
annual revenues of $100,000 or more)
were $3,017,019,908 In the year ending
Juno 30, 1914, as reported by the interstate commerce commission. This sum
Is 14.3 per cent of tho net Investment
of the roads on that date, amounting
to $16,936,697,940. Operating expenses
were $2,200,313,159, taxes Sl39.C9l.620,
and net deficit from outside operations
$1,490,095, leaving operating Income ol
$70.r,625,l.'!2, which Is 23.1 per cent ol
gross revenues, and 4.16 per cent on
the net Investment In the railroads.
Taxes took nearly 6 per cent of gross
revenues and 16.fi per cent of net operating revenue.
The railroads paid In dividends 217
million dollars out of earnings and
162
million dollars out of accumulated surplus of preceding years.
The credit balance of all the roads
at the end ot the year was 925 million dollars, or 6.5 per cent on thelt
net Investment
Increase in net investment during
the year was 512 million dollars, including 198 million raised from new
security issues, 392 million from cash
or other working assets, 43million
from speclul appropriations and 4 miV
Hon unnsslgned, with offsetting credlti
million for property retired
of 126
or converted, and adjustments ot va
rious sorts.
Total mileage was 247,397 miles. In
addition there was 27,604 miles of sec
ond (rack, 2,696 miles of third track
2,071 miles of fourth, fifth and sixtb
trucks, and 97,333 miles of yard trackt
and sidings.
Tho number of locomotives wbi
61,7lj0; freight cars, 2,323,647; passen
ger curs, 5.1,466; company's service
-

121,709.

Employees numbered 1.693.4S3, a do
of 119,756 from the preceding
yeur'B record.

r reuse

The Man by the Side of the Track.
We huve all seen him usuully
short, durk foreigner, holding a tool it
one hand and grabbing at hla heudgea
with the other as our train whirls by
covering hlra with dust, but not toe
busy to flash a smile In return for an
chance salute. He is now an object ol
greut interest at weighty railroad con
ferenccs. EmliSjut engineers and su
perinteudents ure planning about bin:
how to get and hold his loyalty, how
to secure his best services. We heat
of permanent employment, fair pu)
with two weeks' vacation, the best o'
tools, free land for garden patches, old
ties for firewood and other privileges
Preference Is to be given to the mar
rled man. We must win his res pec
and confidence by treating him on th
principles of the Golden Rule. How
wild all this must sound to sny driving
foreman of the sort that bullied gangi
16 to 20 years ago!
If this keeps u
we shall reach a condition ot tbingi
In which It will be Intolerable to b
poor. Collier's Weekly.
America's Shortest Railroad.
J
The shortest railroad in A merle
and at the same time one of the most
profitable Is the Grand Island railroad
which constitutes the only rail link
In the transcontinental trade route
that connects Fort McPherson, on the
Arctlo circle, with settled parts ot
Canada.
This curious railroad Is owned and
operuted by the Hudson Bay company
It is a quarter ot a mile long and cost
less thnn $800 to build, the rails being
of wood, with strap-Irofacings. Tbt
rolling stock consists of two dllapl
dated flat cars which are pushed by
hand along the rails. The freight rati
for all clusses of commodities is $2.5(
a ton and some Idea of the volume o'
traffic can be had from the fact thai
In Its sixty years of operation thi
Grand Island railroad has earned prof
Its of more than a million dollars.
n

Engineer Operates 8wlteh.
Without stopping his train an rn
Kl.iet r rnn move a lever In his cat
end open a recently Invented switch
to enable him to enter a siding, the
switch automatically closing when th
last car has passed over it.
Momentum of Railroad Train,
The momentum of a modern twelve-carn'lrond train running a mite a
minute Is equal to that of s tor weight
falling from a height of twenty-one- ,
Dlllei.

The Clovis

with better future prospects.
The railroad pay roll alone will
keep up a town of the present
size, besides it is the center of

News

The News Printing Company
Publishers.

PROFESSIONAL

W. A. Gillenwater

transportation an d the com
mercial center of eastern New
Mexico! It has a fine farming
Entered at the post office at and stock raising section sur- Clovis,
Clovis, N. M. as second class rounding which is just
now be
matter under the act of March ginning to be developed. You

8, 1879.

TERMS

cannot make a mistake by in
vesting in Clovis or in Curry
County cattle and soil.

OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Bix Months

$1.00
60c

The latest estimate of the 1915
wheat crop is that it will reach
one billion bushels.
This is the best year that we
have had in many to start a real
Curry County booster campaign.
Help us to do it and then note

the results.
often winder what has be
come of t hr man who used to
bedticking galluswear
We

brog-ins-

,

tobacco,
es, chewed home-madand whose credit was good at
anv store in t iwn. Ex.

There must have been some
between
differences
radical
Bryan and Wilson that would
cause Bryan to resign as Secretary of State. Bryan wants
peace at any cost and Wilson
does not propose to stand for
everything.
The Curry County wheat is
safe. The late rains have assured us of one of the largest

and best crops that has ever
been harvested.
The yield in
some fields is estimated as high
as thirty bushels to the acre.
The average vield will be about
20 bushels to the acre.
.

The first evidence of a "dead
town" is when the boys begin
pitching dollars or horse shoes
in some kind of a game on the
streets. A now comer expecting to locate would in the majority of cases on seeing this
take the next train out. It is
the fust tign of business stagnation.

Clovis News subscription
contest which starts this week is
the biggest thing of the kind
The

ever attempted

BANK

Connell,

It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savings
It will pay you interest on

Notice of Suit.
To Maggie Gooch:
You will take notice that a
suit has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in
which Eugene Gooch is plaintiff
and you the said Maggie Gooch
are defendant, and that said
suit is numbered 873 on the
Civil Docket of said Court, and
that Harry L. Patton, whose

or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.

It is the ONLY way.
It is the way of ALL suc
cessful men.
Make

it YOUR way.

business and

is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in said suit.
You will further take notice
that the general object of said
suit is that the said plaintiff,
Eugene Gooch. obtain and recover a decree of divorce from
you upon the grounds of deser

THE
FIRST

W. C.

(Seal)

S. J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

Plumbing R' p iir prompt and
Phone 72.

IlJVl

I

I

natimlly awiiobirdj

in

flsvj

h

inter.
Such merchants
gain the confidence of the people
for the people know that the
same intelligence and fair
which he exerts in behalf
the community will be extended
to his customers in commercial
life, Lakewond Progress.
v

mind-edne-

ss

Osteopath

Lna Elw sir's

Miss

left for a
r home in Tennessee
Tuesday.
On the Fame train
Joe W. Wilkinson left to visit
his home in Georgia. Friends
of the young people gathered at
the depot and showered them
with rice, old shoes, etc. at the
time of their departure.

vhit

t

h

The remark imde by visitors
Hoes, Rakes and garden tool?.
that Clovis is the best town for Phone 72. We deliver.
its size in the southwest, is frequently heard. They are right.
Search the country over and you
will not fir.d a better one or one

II

111
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Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Sppcial attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Ottawa Star Nurseries
All kinds of Trees Shrub-

bery and Flowers.
38 enrs experience.

Walker's Market

l Money! Money!?
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

"In

See us at once!
t

.

The
Union Mortgage Co.

M

.

.
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.

M
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PLOWING!

(JOHNSON BROS.)

I Embalmers ant

Funeral Directors

LAUI AaaidlAO i

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

ft

Day Phone 211.

F. M. MOORE

Local solicitors.

WORK

I am prepared for drilling and
all kinds of well repair work.

for all kinds of

See me for prices.

Meats and Produce

W. F. BRASWELL

123.

AA

.

2

WELL

Phone

.4 A

c
.anai
rurniiure
Undertaking Co.

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Clovis.
Office 103

.4 .4 ."I .

16 good

!3

W. F. MOORE

.

iviayiu nil...
Kiiy

i

DR. II. H. GIBSON

.

teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

n

re will ho in f'lovi frem the 15th caiUfactorv
to 20th of each 1'ionth treating
e,isfs t, the K
Dir. No"e
nd Throat, and Fitting Glasses.

'l;on

Inquire at Green House
or Phone 212.

PLOWING!
Have

of th firm of Pm. I'rrMpy A T'weai Ins In

i

House

Zerwek.

County Clerk
M28J18

Green

President

S. A. JONES,

ft.

Clovis

You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit or or before
the 9th day of July, 1915. judg
ment by default will be ren
dered against . you and the
plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief prayed for in his
complaint filed in said suit.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand as Clerk
of said Court, and affixed the
seal of said Court, this the 22nd
day of May. 1915.

No. 1244

Sweet Potato Plants,
Peppers, Cabbage,
Tomatoes, House
Plants, Etc.

address

post-offic- e

Clovis Lodge
B. P. O. Elks

Miss Hertha Mulhall left Monday for Silver City, where she
will attend the Normal during
the summer. Miss Mulhall will
teach in the public schools this
winter. She ii also an accomplished musician.

tion.

BANK

The board of Education of the
city of Clovis will receive bids Special attention to diseases of
for the erection of a six room the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Classes.
school building, specifications to
Over Mrarit Pharmnry
be procured from the Secretary
Office I'hone 153. Ituiidunro 1'hon.
. II. Taylor, upof the Board,
Clovis,
New Mex.
on deposit of ti n dollars.
will be awarded
Contract
Saturday June 12th. Th; liojrd
i gi
S
reserves the right to i eject any D.

!

Agent.

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd
and 4th Wednesday nights. Visiting members cordially invited.
J. O. Prichard, Exaulted Ruler.
F. B. Herod, Secretary.

up-to-da- te

It will assist you to avoid

way.

l

Many kinds of
Dress Goods. A. J. Rodes.

The advice it gives you will
be sound.
It will be your friend in
prosperity.

NATIONAL

DR. A. L. DILLON

money.

them.
It will give you expert advice when you are perplexed.

It is the safe way.
It is the most convenient

If

Garden and Field seeds now
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save

It is your friend.

Physician & Surgeon

The rn"'vh ::t who lias built
euii'a i as a public
( )ii
and (
m ,n, as one who labors
spin:
frigeratoi s.
: :l hung of the whole
for t
conn i; y, a :d keeps his ad in
the i'leai p:t;t( r, never lacks for
They
customers at his store.
migi-a'towmd his stcre us

one-thir- d

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.

R. R. DUNCAN

up

22 f .23., 1Q1
---

3S

Dr. J. R. Haney

wea r n

I tin

For the above occasion the Santa Fe will make a rate
fare for the round trip on the certifi-cat- e
of one and
plan.

Office in Worley Bldg.
Opposite Postoffie
Roc rs 4 and 5.

D.

M

KI

io

L. R. CONARTY,

M. Chapman

Visit WhUipp's Varit'y

jama

jm

Attorneys at Law

Dr.J.B.Westerfield

Call for Bids

All

Reese & Pardue

The 'Christian ware fare' that
has been 'hymned and sung,
New Mexico.
Clovis,
versed and chanted' for nearly
2000 years is now culminating
its climax in Europe and bids
fair to spread to the uttermost
Physician and Surgeon
parts of the earth." Even
Christian Japan and China are
Office in Jackson Bldg,
now threatening to get busy in
Opposite Postoffice
this Christian business which is Office Phone 231 Residence 269
lacking in every particular any
of the tenets of the Carpenter
of Nazareth.
"For thus saith
E.
the Lord tlod of Israel unto me:
Take the winecup of this fury at
DENTIST
my hand, and cause all the
Over First National Bank.
nations, to whom I send thee, to
Phone 95.
drink it. And they shall drink,
Clovis,
New Mexico.
and be moved, and be mad, because of the sword that I will
send among them. Then I took
the cup at the Lord's hand, and
made all the nations to drink,
unto whom the Lord had, sent
Physician & Surgeon
' ' And all the
me: Towit
kings of the north, far and near,
Office Opposite Postoffice
one with another, and all the
kingdoms of the world, which
are upon the face of the earth;
and the king of Sheshaeh shall D. L.
M. D.
drink after them. Therefore
shalt thou say untc them Thus
Physician & Surgeon
saith the Lord of hosts, the God
OFFICE IN ELKS HOME
of Israel; Drink ye, and be
drunken, and suew, and fall and Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326
rise no more, because of the
sword which I will send among
you. And it shall be, if they refuse to take the cup at thine
DENTIST
hand to drink, then shalt thou
Opposite P. O.
Office
say unto them, Thus saith the
Lord of hosts: Ye shall certainly
Phone 89.
drink." (Read 23th Chapter of
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
Jeremiah.) - Ex.

by a New MexiI: is something new.
It must lie a w inner and we must
have two thmisand more subscribers by the 11th of July. No or ali bids.
blanks, a mz for all and $80:).0O
in prizes give p. away.
co weekly.

LAWYER
New Mexico.

J"l Reunion Scottish Rite

THIS IS YOUR

Phone 123.

5 Miles Southeast

of Clovis.

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

mmJ

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H, DUCKWORTH,
BZEXXTS

L. H. SANDERS

m

Faith, Time and Osteopathy
(C'HAS.

C. REID, D. O., M. D.)

Is faith necessary on the part of the osteopathic patient?
Must he believe that he is going to be cured by this treatment in order for it to take place? If such was the case,
osteopathy would have made little headway in the therapeutic world.
The osteopathic physician has had to inspire faith by
his works. Nine-tenth- s
of the patients who have been
Led by the treatment are those who came merely to "try

fosleopa thy", after other methods of treatment had been
tried in vain. Many of them state frankly that they do
not believe in ofteopathy, that they came because some
friend or cured patient recommended it to them. In Buch
cases, there is often a "faint hope" that possibl y the treatment may accomplish the desired result
It is a significant fact that most all osteopathic cures
have been accomplizhed without faith on the part of the
part of the patient, and in many instances in the face of
unbelief. Faith in osteopathy, therefore, is of little consequence. The only requisite along this line is to have faith
enough in the science or practioner to go regularly to a competent physician of this school until he has had time
anough to work out the problems involved. Patience and
perseverence are of more importance to this end than faith.
It the sickness is of long standing, and has many complications, it may rexuire several days even to make correct diagnosis. It is obvious that no physician can treat a patient
intelligently until hd has first analyzed the trouble and de-- ,
termined the causative factors involved,
In osteopathy, we have a therapeutic science in which
"faith cometh by knowledge", as well as by works. It is
not difficult at the present time to locate an enthusiastic
advocate of Osteopathy because not only have thousands of
people been restored to health by this rational system of
treatment, but other thousands have become convertart
with its principles through reading treatise on this subject
in newspapers, popular magazines, and osteopathic journals.

Time is an essential element in each case. It may be
twenty-fou- r
hours as in some colds, grippe, and ather acute
ailments, or it may be a week or three weeks, as in pneumonia, typhoid and other fevers; or it may be a month to
three months or more as in chronic stomach and bowel
troubles, neurasthenia (nervousness), etc.
Some headaches may be relieved in a few minutes, but
chronic headaches may require much time to clear up the
fundamental causes. Wry neck (torticollis), "crick in the
neck", and neuriti'9 involving the shoulder and arm vary
much in time required for a cure.
Bronchitis and pneumonia can be handled readily in almost every case. Osteopathy is the most effective means
known for relieving these acute conditions, in which medi- ines, according to eminent medical authorities, are use
Soma nennln Hn not imp wind common sense in their
less
discrimination with doctors and their method of treatment.
If they were as patient, persistent, and liberal in dealing
with osteopathy as they are with medicine, they would on
the average fare much better in being restored to health
and in keeping well.
Every new truth, no matter how beneficient, must fight
its way against many handicaps. as inerenched privilege,
prejudico, ignorance, indifference, and
Many people will not give up old
and
ways for new, even though they know the new is better.
Every discovery of any importance necessitates changes or
alteraeions in some of the old methods or habits of thinking and doing.
Many people are profited by the ol 1 order of things,
and naturally from selfishness oppose any change which
curtails their interests even though they know it is better.
Usually selgshness will cause them to put up that old bar
to all progress, prejudice, which is wilful blindnes or
Ignorance is to be pitied and where it can not be dissipated, it must forever follow the old order or flounder unintelligibly in new paths with always the risk of impositions.
Many intelligent people are indifferent because they
are not in need. Senator and Mrs. J. B. Foraker of Ohio,
had a crippled paralytic son who was apparently helpless,
and pronounced so by leading lights in the medical profession. They were no longer indifferent to new discoveries,
they were alert and the logic of osteopathy appealed to
them. The son was completely cured, for which they will
individual is the one
The
be forever grateful.
who has never met a crisis like theirs. The old order, perBut medicine is a failure in so
haps, has proved sufficient.
many cases that many who are now satisfied with the old
order of things will sue the day whan they will rejoice over
the fact that they were uble to appeal. to osteopathy.
Is it not reasonable that as osteopathy has won its way
so rapidly by curing so many of tbe "hopeless" and "last
resort" cases that it will do even better for the "ordinary"
by quicker
and "promising" cases? It conserves time
permanent
results
convalescence',
more
and
speedier
cures,
economy.
means
This
natural.
more
because
Osteopathy does not throw away any demonstrated,
useful, natural methods of curing disease, but is heir to all
therapeutic truth of the ages. About many things not
proven, and of doubtful utility, there is differences of opinof osteopathy
ion.
The greatness of the fundamentals
must never be forgotten for things merely in the experidiment stale in the medical world. Anew viewpoint in
doctor
A
osteopathy.
in
agnosis and treatment is given
diagwho judges from simptsms alone is often at sea in his
only
know
not
must
he
diagnostician
good
nosis. To be a
of the body,
the meaning of the symptons and the make-usymptoms
analyie
but he must be a body mechanic, able to
body
conditions.
from detailed mechanical analysis of
In choosing an osteopath, see that he is not labelled
wrong, that he is a graduate of a legitimate school of osteopathy, and make sure that he is honest and trustworthy.
self-satisfie-
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anything to eat in New Mexico

The Havener News

Claud Courier

They say .it rains on the un- juatas well as on the just. We
hope it does not rain on the un
just exclusively. We have a
better opinion of our neighbors,
than that.
Quarterly meeting was held at
Harmony school house last Saturday. Presiding Elder, S. E.
Allison, preached a good sermon
at eleven o'clock, after which an
elaborate dinner was spread,
and all proceeded to refresh and
revive the inner man. A short
sermon after dinner, by the local
pastor, closed the day's proceedings.
The Havener Rural Rustic
Baseball team has been holding
a number of Sunday afternoon
tournaments with the Black-towBat Busters. We have
not learned which side has the
becter chance at the Jack rabbit
pie, which is to go to the winner.
Rev. J. S. Fuller announces an
all day's meeting by the Modern
Saints of "Holy Rollers," at
Havener next Sunday. All the
Methodists and oth
ers are cordially invited to come
with well filled baskets.
Frances Rutter has been hav
ing a tussle with the mumps.
Being the Mississippi variety,
they didn't have much show
with a New Mexico girl.
M. E. Smith has just complet
ed a convenient concrete tank.
Thus, is the country gradually
improved.
George Brownell completed a
well for Mr. Hardin last week.
He got water at
feet.
J. A. McCormick made quite
an interesting taiK just auer
Sunday School last Sunday.
Give Joe a good subject and he
makes a pretty good stagger at

spent Saturday
night with his sister Mrs. Love-lad-

er

hell-boun-

d

spell-bindin-

The most of the vacant land
hereabouts has been taken up
this spring.
Some of our enterprising citi
zens have launched a boom for a
Fourth of July celebration at
Havener..
W. H. Eshelman is making
some repairs on his house, as
the house is built of adobe, material isn't very expensive.
Frank Magee put siding entirely
around his adobe house.
Mr. Ethridge, our blacksmith,
intends to quit the shop and
move to his farm as soon as he
can find a competent man to
take his place. He has traded
his crop to Jeff Bryant.
k
Geo. Brownell and J. R.
took two loads of hogs to
Clovis Saturday.
was
Mrs. J. R. Claybrook
taken suddenly very sick Saturday. Dr. Lynch, of Melrose,
was called. She is improving.
Clay-broo-

We are needing rain,

but we

are not worrying.
New Mexico dry i; better than
some other states under water.
W. W. White came to Havener
last Tuesday, June 1 to swear in
J. D. Bryant as mail carrier on
route one from Havener.
V. E. Barris was a Clovis
visitor Saturday.

A Communication
(Rev H. Rodgers.)

I have just returned from the
Enterprise section where I con
ducted a revival. Had a splen
AA meetinor and organized a
church with 14 members. Visited Aunt Mary who was seriously
ill and is unable to walk. My
next date will be at Union.

should

you

Moss Boyd

y.

Mrs. C. V. Kelly and children

returned home Sunday morning
after a three weeks' visit in
Oklahoma.
Mrs. C. H. Westfall visited
her grand daughter Sunday.
Mrs. McGee, daughter and son
of near Clovis, spent Saturday
with Mr. and Mrs. Marks.
Miss Curtis Boyd was at Clovis Friday.
Jay Marks spent Sunday with
Vernon Jones.
F. E. Lovett called at the
Rork home Monday.
Sam Pipkin was a Clovis visitor Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Creola Marks called on
Florence O'Hara Saturday

have been out at

Enterprise Sunday and saw the
long tables just loaded with good
things.

We had visitors from
Fairfield, Union and

Clovis,

Sunday.
Rev. Rogers dined with Mr.
and Mrs. Bell Sunday.
Eula and Alta Isuf.rn. Helen
and Edna Palmat:er and Lititia
Tremble visited Ethel Brasher
Sunday night
Fay Davis, Jes Brown and
Chester Vaughn took dinner
with Willis Westfall Sunday.
Mrs. Tremble and children are
moving on the Burrus farm.
While playing ball last Saturday Mr. Bell was hit in the eye
with the ball and has a black eye
at present.

Blacktower

Locust Grove.

Budget

(Too late for last week)
Our community was visited by
Lincoln Locals
a nice rain Sunday evening,
(Too late for last week)
which was very much appreciatThe farmers are rejoicing over ed as it was very badly needed.
the rain that came last Sunday.
Rev. Etchison filled his reguQuite a number of people at- lar appointment at Blacktower
tended the quarterly conference Sunday and spoke to a large
at Lincoln Saturday. A basket crowd.
dinner was enjoyed by all
The candy sale Saturday night
Some of the Lincoln people at- was a success; all bores bringtended the ice cream social at ing a good price. W. P. Greenthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Slater field was auctioneer and with his
All report a witty manner made a decided
Saturday night.
fine time.
"hit."
Mr. Mott and family visited
Quite a number of Blacktower
Mr. and Mrs. Palmateer Sunday. folks attended the ball game at
Several of the Lincoln girls Havener Sunday, but some got
dinner with Elsie Cross wet.
took
James
and
Chester Marks
Sunday
spent
the
at
Roberts
Martin lake.
Willis and Vernon Jones were
hauling lumber Monday for a
new granary.
R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Mrs. Pattison was a Clovis
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
shopper Saturday.
(

U-R-N-

Union Barber Shop

EXT

Field News
Everybody enjoyed the big
dinner last Sunday at McAlister
and the little Fords were swarming like bees.
There is going to be a barbicue
at McAlister the 4th of July and
a big picnic at Plain.
Grady and Goat Ridge are go
ing to play ball Saturday. The
game is to be played at Plain.
There will be singing all day
and dinner on the ground at
Plain the third Sunday, and a
Children's day at Prairie Valley.
The crops are growing fine
now since the fine rain.
C. F. Roach is dealing in
Indian" motorcycles If you
are interested call and see him,
four miles north of Field. He
will sell you a new or second
hand machine.

Enterprise Echos
Here we are again after our
sand storm and rain.
We had a trood rain Thursday
night and our crops are looking
fine.
Mrs. Dean Edmonson

returned

Saturday to her home in Mart,
Texas.
.1 T. Lewis
and family. Joe
McGregor and Bryan stopped at
the Alley home out of the storm
Sunday night.
Miss Grace Lewis and Joe Mc- (Jrpiror and Miss Julia Braswell
and Creston Walker were auto
riding Sunday afternoon.
A soecial 'sonu selection was
rendered by Mrs. L. C. Fen wick,
Miss Grace Lewis. Kev. A.
Stubble and Rev. J. T. Lewis
Sunday afternoon.
We all had a "dandy" time at
Enterprise Sunday. Just ask
anyone who was mere ana a
great many were there. If you
was not there you do not knjw
We had
what you missed.
preaching all day and dinner on
the ground. We all enjoyed it
and the house was crowded.
J. X. Dunlap also W. B. Alley
had a young horse killed by
lightning last week.
The revival which was being
held at Enterprise by Rev. H.
Rogers closed Monday night.
Rev. Rogers organized a M. E.
church consisting of sixteen
members.
(Last week)
If you do not believe they have

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

First Class Work.
112

South Main St.

2

LEE HAZELWOOD
PRAY AND TRANSFER LINK
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Residence Phone 321

Down Town Phone 123

HOT AND COLD BATHS

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T.

SANITARY

3G

-

-

& S.

F. HOSPITAL WORK

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

-

mm

DC

3Efl

The Curren Agency
W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
(u.

S. COMMISSIONER)

.

111

Real Lstate jj
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

....

Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
T.. roi,l nnH repords examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office,
owners

II

?iririrrir"""'
IIILTHJ

ii

Clovis Time Card
EAST BOUND
No. 22

(Chicago Flyer)

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

(The Missionary)

No. 117

(From Kansas City)

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:45 A.
Leave 3:10 P.

M.
M.
M.

WEST BOUND

Arrive 7:35 A. M.
Leave 8:00 A. M.
Arrive 1:10 A. M.
BOUND

NORTH
No. 938

(From Pecos Valley)

Arrive 6:30

A. M.

No. 937

SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OF-

Leave 8:10

A. M.

No. 921
No. 9S3

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Arrive 7:15
Leave 7:35

A. M.
A. M.
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CLOSES JUNE 19th

STARTS JUNE 12th

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE MONEY JUST WHEN YOU NEED THE GOODS!

Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Sateen
Sateen

25c
30c
35c
50c

now
now
now
now
now
now

12

19c

Flowered Foulard

Organdie
15c

Corded Crepe
Special 10c

35c now 29c

l--

l--

15c
20c

Ratine

l--

10c
10c

Striped

15c

Suesine Silk
35c
Silk Brocade
29c

19c
15c

Messaline

12

now

25c

now

19c

30c

now

25c

35c

now

29c

89c

now

$1.00

15c

19c

now

35c

Batiste

Mercerized
Pongee

l--

25c

35c

now

45c

Special
now

Solid

-

19c

12 L2c

Embroidery
Ratine

Curtain Scrim

Crepe 'deChine
Solid Color,

12
12

12

Dimity
Dimity
Lawn
Lawn
Lawn

15c

Special

Satin Stripe
20c Flowered

40c
50c

Silk now
Silk now

Lawns & Dimity

Voiles

Silks
50c
65c

l-- 2c

Crepe de Luxe
18c

Flowered, Striped. Plain

Calais Tissue
12

19c

19c

now

25c

18c

Special

25c
29c
39c

l--

Color

Solid

Striped Crepe

29c

Challies Special
6c

8c

19c

now

25c

now

35c

Crepe

Soisette

Mercerized
Poplin

Dotted Swiss
Special 39c
10c
15c

All Embroidery
Specially Priced

15c

DOLLAR PURCHASE
FIVE YARDS GOOD QUALITY CREPE GIVEN FREE WITH EACH FIVE

now
now
r, iw

3yc

15c

50c
75c

12

row

18c

J 1.35

no

15c

V.

2c

I'll

o: v
'

n.i-2-

Hrl;-

.

,

r;

'

.:

in

10.:

now

Li:!.--

..He

c

.'id,'

o,l

j

J

;.riil:ir

11).'

:':tc

;!ri.

Ladies Vests

Pillow Cases
.

c

.;i..::ii

j

.i:,:',;

J'ilV.v (.':,.-,:- '
'I u!.iri"

h

V

i.

nw

.c

T.ic

llic

l".c

J,0V

I'M:'

1J

n.'v
l.d

I

::c

,7

All Calico

All Fancy Ticking 20c

7-

'!'.).

lie

1

1V

2'

I

Silk

ifl.UO

10.

I.v--

:v

Ladies Union Suits

I.

Sheets au.l Sheeting

"i", iiu-'- i

I?. 1.

1

Kil'pif'tt.'

c

k

'.)

I

I'M

!) .:r.

u

rmvv

v

V

8c
10c

I

1

$1.2."'.

Gingham;

row
I

s.lc

15c

1

J'.V.ic:- l.il II

ir.c

IUinak
!'ii,;;,:4

fHlc

Shirtings
Ik

w

i:ic:ch-.-

7V

Oc

1

Galatea

$1.00
$1.10

now
now

$1.25

l
::.:. V

;0c

l--

now
Linine

c

ere

$ .00

12

Romper Cloth

Linen

Table

Percales

Denies
50c
35c

now

5c

2i)c.

OIK
:

;

;

)
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a;;LD:-:H!;,-
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-

jtt,
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,;;.

.v

Due

r

r..
,

v.
li

Cni.

Corsets
20 per ct. off

1

l--

.':.:

i)

Lu dies' Silk Lisle

i

Short Gloves

e

11I)W

Nazareth Waists

19c

Combination Suits

-.

,;.-

0

BoyG

u

i.r .Irawors

H

2c

42c

.

'..(..sk-,- -.

AT 12

HOL'"-- '

Boys Unicn Pcrosknit

UnJwne.-i-

now

AH

SILK LISLE TAN

25

3

.

M l.

H

42c

m

".Oc

BiOUSeS
now'

ING

12c

oOc

and

for Roys and Girls
grade

(i5c

4.1c

One Lot
Ribbons 10c

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
B. J. House left last week for
California Ho visit the expositions. He is at present at the
Hotel St Regis, at Frisco.
Sup't of Schools, h. C. Mers-- f
elder accompanied by his family
went to Las Vegas to attend the
summer normal. The trip was
made in Mr. Mersfelder's car.
Agnes. Bernard, Buster and
Juanita LaLonde left Thursday
for Michigan, where they will
visit relatives the entire summer.
Mrs. D. N. Croft had the
to lose her canary. He
is an excellent singer. A liberal
reward will be given for his re-

Local and Personal

Mrs. Guy Griffith Dead

Another "Rotten" Deal

The law states that the county
treasurer shall prepare and have
advertised the delinquent tax
See Whiting's ad in this issue.
lists, Acting upon the supposition that it was his duty to adJohn Starkweather was in the
vertise this list to the best adcity Saturday.
vantage of the financial interests
C. F. Doughton, of Melrose,
of the people of Curry County,
was in the city today.
county treasurer, R E. Brown,
Mrs. Roy Suman and family
undertook ti submit the printing
will take a vacation trip soon.
to the lowest bidder, but was
by district attorney,
advised
rt Prof. C. J. Shoup, of Havener
alleges in his letter
who
Scott,
"was in Clovis on business Wed
to the county treasurer that he
nesday.
had taken the matter up with
A. C. Pace, a farmer residing
the attorney general, that he
near Blacktowery was in town,
was advised that it was a matter
Monday.
entirely at the discretion of the
J. L. Ilenson, who has a place turn.
Commissioners. The Commis
southwest of Grady, was in
sioners met Wednesday for the
Louis Downing and family, of
town after supplies Monday.
consideration of the matter and
Melrose, were in the city Tuesthe assistant distri ct attorney
J. B. Clack, who has a good day. Mr. Downing brought his
Mr. Hockenhull took the po
farm near the Frio draw settle- infant daughter here for medical
sition tint they should submit it
ment, was in the city on busi- examination.
to the lowest bidder, since the
ness Monday.
Dr. H. R. Gibson, the Osteolaw requiring the publication of
Another fake ehow is billed path, gives some inside pointers
the Iict in the new iorm was
for Clovis soon, which is expect-t- on the osteopathic treatment,
by Rev. J. H. Messer, passu! by the recent legislature,
duced
:
attract its prorata of "buck-ers.- which is portrayed in an article
pastor ot the Methctlist cnurcn subsequent tJ the contract they
in this week's issue. Many non
who read tin following obituary: made in February, giving the
Billy and Harry Buchanan, of believers have recently become
Mrs. Ruby Griffith was born printing to the JOURNAL, with
Portales, were visitors at the convinced of the healing powers in Dale, Oklahoma, in 1895. She out allowing tha NEW3 a chance
Harry Miller home Sunday, com- in osteopathic treatments.
moved with Ivr parents first to j to bid, but they arbitrarily act
ing up in their car.
T. F. Helm, who has a fine this state and lived for some ed as they deemed fit, regardless
J. L. House is gone for parts farm five milts south and six time at Texico, then th ey moved of the financial interests of the
unknown.
There are several west of Grady, was in town after to Texas where she grew to people, as they had previously
Mr. Helm young womanhood.
She was al done, and awarded the printmg
that miss him and would like to supplies Monday.
40 acres in wheat which is ways a good girl and obedient to to the Journal without giving
has
Know nis wnereaDoius.
i n splendid condition.
They her parents in all things. Every the News a chance to bid and
W. U. Dannelly received a hava had good rains in
that sec- one who knew her became her save the tax payers, hundreds
message Wednesday announcing tion recently.
friend. In every place where and prehaps thousands of dolthe serious illness of his sister,
popular with lars. The list will cover the delived she
VV. Harvey returned frm
she
W.
who resides in Texas.
When she linquents for several years back
Albuquerque Tuesday where he the young people.
Iron Clad Hosiery, the very was called upon the sudden death was eleven years old sht
and will amount to quite a sum.
best. A. J. Rodes.
faith in the Savior and What 'cher goin' to do about it,
T. E.
of hi i brother-in-law- ,
with the Methodist Mr. Taxpayer.
A number of the Roswell Elks Winkler, who died there of united
Church.
It is only about one
Saturday.
disease
briwhts
The
will attend the 4th of July celeyear
came to Clovis to
ago
she
to
old
were
sent
remains
his
bration in Clovis this year, reinFeature Stories of
turning th 4th of July visit of horn in Atchison Kansas for visit her si.ter and brother
Curry County
Mrs. and Mr. Skarda.
law,
burial.
the Clovis Elks there two years
Mr.
mat
she
While
on
this
visit
The ClovU News is oieased to
Dick Norris, who formerly reago.
Griffith.
The hearts of thesa announce that it has arranged
in
Clovis,
sided
is
now
but
who
Miss Chambers, of Denver,
young people were drawn to- with one of the best newspaper
has relieved Miss Renix as located in Miami Arizona, was in gether, and soon this attachment
and magazine writers in the
Western Union Operator, during the city visiting his mother and developed into a great love. On
state to write feature stories of
recently
Mr.
Norris
latters vacation, which will sisttrs.
the 15th of last November they the different sections of Curry
had
lose
misfortune
his
the
to
Othe for several months.
young wife, who was Miss Ger- were happily married in the county for this paper.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store. trude Downing previous to her home of Mr. and Mrs. Skarda.
The first of these stories will
occasion.
pleasant
was
a
It
appear next week, and
probably
marriage.
She was buried in
Two M. M. degrees were conwho were it is intended they shall appear
did
friends
Little
the
Melrose
cemetery
the
Sund
ly.
ferred by the Masons Tuesday
preterit on that occasion, think consecutively thereafter until
evening after which refreshas they looked upon the happi- the untire county has been
ments were served. Many visitness of thest. young people, that covered fully.
Railroad News
ing members attended.
so .soon the young husband's
The writer of tho stories will
Mrs Dean Edmonton has
heart would be crushed, all the visit the different communities
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all
turned
her home in Mart, relatives bereaved and our entire
and get Lis in ormavion firstthe family. A. J. Rodes.
Texas, altera pleasant visit here ommuiiky lucked.
Her last hand from personal interviews
Miss Fay Brooks will leave the a it h her mother, Mrs. A. S'u'.df. i.lness laste.l o.ily for a short with
the farmers, ranchmen and
first of npxt month for Kansas
F. J. Evans and wife and son, time. A part of this time she others who r side in
thse severCity and her mother will soon Lefte: li.iv-- returned from Eff- was a great sufferer, yet it was al
communities. I'iie.ie article?
visit in Texas. 1 hey expect to ingham. Kans., where Lester n. t thought her illivs would be will depict th;.p'eudid conn IV fliivhr it
rent their resMonreor furnished graduated a few days ago from fnf-ihlir on
ditions a? they alvain in this
rooms until Oetnh-- r.
the high .'uhool.
Mrs. Evan was spi'n i he eiul was approach-v.g- , county and will b: of real, vi'al
a couple
iind on Monday inornin;: a; value, 'ihire is im better tinnBrbijr your
tn C'ov' had been in Kais-of months and Mr. ilvans made the su ar se a id li le I thi than right r.ow to send the News
V
Creamery and Prrhifi' Co.
his tu a friend or "a likely prospect
arp paying lOo CaH for tiioo fal the trip in order thitbv.h h earth wi.h his light an
and his wife could be present a" It; lory, th-- beautiful young wife back ea t."
hens.
the
nt exorcises.
For
was i'ltii: grip of
The Misses William?, Santa
sjie
his
in
struggled
sometime
The hi'h water during th
Fishing Party
Fe hospital nurses, sire .spondinir
played havoc with icy grasp ard then peacefully
past
week
their vacation in Toneka and
Several (ihinrf pirtios weit to
through Clovis. she pass.ed into the great be
Kansas City. Mrs. Kit Byers railroad traffi:
Hereford Sundav an all report
yond.
husbui'i,
relatives
Her
Friday night a branch of
is employed in tho hospital dur Last
sp. undid luck. Ic is doubtful if
the Canadian rivor near Wood- and her good physician mad
ing their clftrce.
there is better fishing in the
ward, Oklahoma, went on a a great finht to save her life,
whole southwest
than at the
Miss Lena Edwards left Tues ramptge, took out two bridges but He who kno.vg best has tak
Sulphur
teautiful
Park near
many
day for her home in Kentucky, on the Santa Fe as well as wash- en her to the House of
Hereford.
In
of
one
the party,
broken
her
To
heart
after a couple of years stay in ing out several hundred feet of mansions.
who report a cool but pleasant
parents,
sisters
husband,
two
Fhe was employed as track. A couple of west bound
Clovis.
all time were J. C. Nelson, Harry
Miss trains, No. 21 were run over the and her many relatives,
clerk at Luikarts store.
Highfill and Tom Lucas.
Edwards is real popular and main line via La Junta. Other Clovis extends deepest
has many friends.
trains transferred at the wash
Ferguson is Dead
the passengers having to
out.
Sudan Grass beed 1U cents a
Hon.
Harvey B. Ferguson died
walk a distance of about a mi le.
pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
Payers
Tax
Notice
to
his
in Albuquerque from
home
at
tf. There was not a train over the
McFarlin Proprietor.
appoplexy. He was
a
of
washout after Friday night un
strode
You are hereby notified that
Business is picking up on the til No. 21 arriving here Wed all property on which taxes a re delegate in Congress from New
The Harvey nesday noon. All freight train) delinquent is now being adver- Mexico a couple of terms and
Galveston
from that for several days were Bent over tised for sale and by paying your was the first Congressman from
House fed eighty-fivtrain in the dining room Monday the main line, thin making taxes prio to July 12, you will the state. He was 67 years old.
besides those at the lunch count- business rather slack in the only have to pay cost of publier. This new short line from freight line. The Fort Worth & cation and prevent sale of prop
the Gulf to the Pacific is being Denver fared little belter, east erty and the issuing of a sale his
;
ish
extensively advertised.
of Amarillo, and the Rock Island certificate against same.
ms.
I
between Amarillo and Oklahoma
R. E. Brown,
Miss Albertine Starrett left
p
City was out of commission be
?
Mo.
Co. Treasurer.
Springfiel
d.
for her home in
ers i ,f7
i
cause
o
washout
troubles.
I
after two winters' stay in Clovis, Traffic, although
led
somewhat deVV
during which time she was em'.'
iere
layed,
is
gradually
1
resuming
its
Wanted:
ployed as one of the teachers on
r
normal
schedule.
To borrow $1,500.00 to $2, 000
She made
the west side.
Ontaloupes from the Imperial 00 at reasonable rate of interest.
a host of friends in Clovis,
who wish her well wherever she valljy .: California are begin- Will give personal and A 1 real Byes
may locate. Miss Starrett is a ning to mov eastwarJ, the first estate security; Address P. O'C. ah strl But she knows sbe Is the favor)
heat, and declares that no Jealous thougl
sisttr of Mrs. W. G. Nutter of consignment of ten cars passing care of Clovis News.
through
Tuesday
night.
here
2 t pd.
this city.
mis-fortun-
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EPOCH
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The wool "d.iy" UiilU-.- to unj period, or Koru; lor ttv
miiiivc, the "Duy of ti'iuptulloii In the wlluVrwiw" forty yonr.
(l'salin U.VS.I Note aifiiin. Unit wo rend of tliu "Lmy of Christ,"
evidently referring to the thousand
Iiii'y In whleh Messiah
l to he ICIiik over nil the Kiirth.
(Ixnhh 2:11.) In the common
iilTiilrx of life wc use the word "day" similarly, when referring
to
duy, Napoleon's day, etc.
We follow the theory Hint earh of the Seven luyi of tbe
Creative Week wag a period of seven thntixund yenra. Tula,
seveu times seven thousnud. equals forty-ninthousand
(7 f 7
years, ushering In a gnmd Jubilee Epoch.
As one after another the encircling rings of water and minerals approiii-hethe Knrth they would spread out like great
canopy, hut would nut he permitted to full upon the Earth because of the clrruinninhleut Nlr, referred to In Rerlpture as
Hrmnmont." Saturn's rings have not yet fallen.
fiod made the tlrmauient In the second, or I'almoEolc Dny,
and sepurnted tho witters which were under the firmament from
the waters which were nhove the firmament
(Oeucsls 1:7.)
The strongly mineralized waters above tho Earth, held off by
the "llriuaiiient" und ceiitrlt'uunl force, greatest at the equator,
gradually coneentrated nt the two poles, where Inter they broke
the Earth, forming layer after layer of miner-nllznnd then
en rth dctioeltcil by the water which rushed from both
poles toward the ecpinlor tienesW 7:11, IH.
These rini-s- . or belts, of water and minerals followed eiu-other us great deluges upon the Earth pcrhnps thousands of
years apart The lielimc ot Xonh's day was the Inst, of pure
water only, heavier minerals being attracted tlrsL II once minerals are generally under several layers of shale und soil
i
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SAVE
No. 3

CENT.

IT IS WORTH F.VE
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.
inns coupon wnn eleven mners rrnm tnis paper, nam btar-I- ;
uml IT, mm in stamps tor parking and post- i a iliflrii iii number,r.im.i-;
sit. dknts association, j,.pt. c,
.'4
ilmnWa Ib luhtH. llreuKIii. N. Y.. und reiulve KltKK a copy of "BIRTH-- s
I .'.'!
UK MY Klt'.KNI.'S." prlee 'it crnts. This bonulifiil book Is publphtl to
It ront ilhn nn npruprlate
c ml ,i!iyf irinprolli
text and comment
th.- - year, with spinas tir
'..r it
tc. Hand-- I
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"And tied said. Let the irntrm under the heaven he tntnered
unto one pitnv. and i Hie dry land of the Earth appear, and It was so And Cod
the dry hud eurtb: and
the gathering together of the waters called lie seas. And the
evening mill Hie uioiulng were tin- - Third liay "

The lieautllul sliupltelty ot this statement might mlslcnd lis
into thinking llmt the gntheilnu together ot the (M eans sud Uie
erection or iiuiiiiitaius were works or uiaglc. While Olvtne op
era! Ions ure all great soil MondiTlul. they are usually sccom
pllshed by reiisomibie iiieilm.N. culled the "course of .Nature"
And Nuture'a course uiiist Ih uiai ked out by Natuie s (!iKl
Tbe ring theory ul t.'osinogouy Is that several ring had pre
dpi tilled tliemselves iiion the Earth iliirlug this I bird Eioch
the
Day
These. iiciiimI tig to the lilne luleutiou so
or
pressure on the crust ot the Earth us to eaui - n to
is taii beds anil the up
These depressions
wrinkle
ibe work of the
bur
heat'Nls became mountain ranges
Third Day ucouiiipilshed The wnteit weir gutlieied into seus
urndually
ui.ii. .n. o und
snd means, the dry mud
Ilia-- diuliuug must
to drain off In preparation toi te;etalion
10
t.l
have required a long
W ueed uot assume tbst all the continents as we now know
In all probthem were thrown up on the Thlid hi"" It Day
u tt.ioMu M. iimk-I- i
inlet tbao
ability in Auiiiiiiiii ..i.tite'tit
In
..i.'i
a.u A .'in a
were I.. no, iv...
I he
iv at a
our dnv hnvi- - -- luin" d tbe suiluer it 'lie mud
n uf how ttie ilmue oainisnil whs eiecut- reasniiti.ue coneo
ed on t'e Thuu Duy. preparatoiy tu Earths vegetation
" Appropriately
f iient rend "And the Eiinli i.rnoitm forlli
fins, und herb ylwldlng seed sftn ii Kind sod Uiv tre yield
on irv I'hird. ut
Ing rnilt" That Is to av reeetatnw
i
unlU
Its
Carbuulferoi.1. Day tlioiigb It did not
l tin Sun
Then- - are
sod
after the
n InrSsairtH shades
other ei- .itlioi whlrh nrospei l
noi-kl-
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The i'.itHtsiiins "evening and uioinmi;" anil "dny" cannot
lu ulcnlfy twei.ty four bour diiys, fur nvltlu-- r Sun
not M'.'iit iwia vlMilile until the fourth luy
The liartb was

le

It
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IfmHUMAH PROGRESS
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KHGIO-SCIEllTIFT-

The entire community was
shocked Monday to learn that
Mrs. Guy Griffith had died Monday morning at 8 o'clock. A
few days before, this young wife
had appeared on the streets, a
picture of health, happiness and
beauty. The end came at the
home of "her sister, Mrs. A. W.
Skarda, where Mr. and Mrs.
Griffith resided. Out of respect
to the family of the deceased,
practically every business house
in Clovis was closed from 2 to 4.
o'clock Tuesday. Thirty mem
bers of the Elks, of which order
Mr. Griffith wa3 a member,
marched from the lodge room to
the residence and many marched
to the cemetery.
The floral offerings were many
and beautiful.
A quartet of male voices sang
"Ileautiful Isle of Somewhere"
und "Wonderful Peace" at the
services held at the residence.
The funeral services were con-
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

THESE IRON TIMES LAY BARE THE
SOUL OF THE PARISIAN

PEOPLE

and One Sees the Solemn and
Perhaps Severe Intention of the Men, Women and Children
of the Republic France Leads the World in Honoring
Its Flag Gayest Capital of Europe Seen in War Time.

Now the Mask of Frivolity Is Off

(T

ence

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Correspondent of ths Western New
finnpr lTnlon.

ph

wiu'ti 1 left the United
Btntos a Frenchman of wide fame told
me that wnen i
reached Parla i
would see the
real soul of the
people. Only last
"I August Paris was
1 hemmed
In
war. Today while
the foe has hli
Raze on the capi
tal of the repub
lie he looks on It
over leagues ol
land multiplied
visibly in number since the day
.

when Von
Kluek's right

Whcn
seemingly
at times
amounts to a high disdain. Actually,
I believe from what I
have seen on
the streets here, the Parisian is rath-e- r
disappointed when an alarm of the
approach of hostile aircraft turns out
to I false.
Watch for Aeroplanes.
It Is Interesting to an intense degree
to watch the evening promenadors
view the skies. A light is aeen far off
toward the horizon line. It approaches
rapidly and speculation Immediately
begins as to whether or not the
Is friend or foe. In a minute
or less the whir of the machinery of
the airship Is heard and the Parisian
whose eyes have not been vigilant
gets the news by way of his ears, and
then every face In the Grande lioule-vard

Is

upturned.

LaBt night two aeroplanes whirled
swept by the out directly over the heart of the city.
er fringe of forts They were flying low, and Paris was
to the Grand quite certain that some German luubes
Morln and there were coming to call. The visitors,
met
the soldiers however, proved to be French airships
Edward B. Clark.
of France who, which had varied from their usual lines
making a stand and then assuming of air march and were bisecting the
the offensive, drove the German lines city Instead of drawing its circumference.
There are many guardian aerback slowly and In fair order, but
oplanes in Paris and about It. I am
In retreat.
It Is the Iron times which have laid convinced that the Parisians today
feel certain that their air defense is
bare the soul of the Parisian people.
I.Ike other Americans I bad thought of perfect, and that If a fleet of enemy
ships should come sailing over, on
Paris as being a place largely of glitbent, It would be routed If
lighter
in
gay
its
ply. Paris
ter and
not destroyed.
I also have a feeling
moods perhaps approaches the frivolous, but now what was a mask Is off that Paris would like to witness just
Buch an engagement It is apparent
end one sees the solemn and perhaps
severe Intention of these men, women unless signs and symptoms are utterly deceiving, that Paris looks up nightand children of the republic. The real
ly not through fear but through a sort
seriousness of the nature of Paris
and Paris Is typical of France is in of hopeful expectation.
Last night after the friendly aero- evidence before the Jury of the world.
Paris, colorful Parts, today is robed
In black The sotting of all the street
scenes Is somber. The footlights are
turned low. Paris works, goes about
Its dally routine as if its strong men
still were within its borders, and It
does It apparently with as high a
heart as It carried In the day of peace.
Sits in Semldarkness.
Like London, Paris Bits at night In
The army of France
semidat kness
guards the frontier and the inner line
to which li h foeB have pierced. Paris
Itself Is guarded by Its reserves of
troops, men far beyond boyhood, and
by its vigilant watchmen of the night
who muk' (heir rounds In swift and
steady flight over home of poor and
rich.
have Just looked on a review of
several regiments of the reserve
guard of Paris. The place chosen for
the iiiurcli ItiK by of the troops was the
Esplanade des Invalldes, the great
parklike plain outlying the huge structure of the Invalldes built by Louis le
tXmm
Grand as a home for the aged and the
permanently disabled soldiers of his
monarchy. Since that day France has
Barricades Built to Keep
been a monarchy, empire and repubplanes
had
cut the city In two several
lic, but the Invalldes still stands and
Hill shelters the defenders of the times, they retired seemingly for the
night. Nearly all Paris goes to bed
land.
There were many thousands of the very early theso days. I first fell Into
I had
guards of Paris In the review. The this Parisian custom last night.
younger men are all at the front, but not gone to sleep, however, before a
mo leave
these men of the borne guard have tremendous whirring made
progress
not passed the years of hard Bervice, bed for floor and make rapid
even if time has touched their hair lo the window.
with white. They are
Paris Is Ever Alert.
soldiers, and many of them show in
An airship with a brilliant search
the erectness of their carriage and
about just
their peculiar and unmistakably mili- light was churning madly
tary stride, that they have not for- above the roof on the opposite side
gotten the training In camp or In Meld, of the narrow street. Quick as was
in France, Algeria or Morocco, when, In getting to the window, the Parisians,
l"
as youths of nineteen, they entered men, women and children who live the many apartments In the seventbelr country's service.
story buildings opposite, were at their
Proud of Its Defenders.
windows before I reached my outlook
post. Paris is alert, and while It goes
The Parisian Is proud of bis defenders. It would be nearer the trutb to bed early and goes to sleep, I suptoday perhapB to say that the Parls-ienn- pose quickly, It has an ear open for
is proud of ber defenders, for sky aounds and It obeys instantly the
first noisy summons.
Parts today largely Is a city of women, although one must not forget the
The aeroplane, which was Just over
children. In England soldiers march the roof last night, was a friendly one.
through the Strand and down through Its searchlight was brilliant, Its con
Piccadilly on their everlasting way to centrated rays picking out every speck
Tlpperary, for so the bands proclaim in the atmosphere as they swept
the line of march Put In England the
through vertical and horizontal
troops pass through lines of seemingly planes. The ship bad come lower than
apathetic onlookers, giving no cheer usual, and its noise just above my roof
No one knows Just
and on Inspiriting or commending was thunderous.
word. Of course, Englishmen feel, but when he will be summoned to bis
they do not show their feelings. In midnight window to learn that the
Today, clamoring visitor without is bent on
Paris, bow different it is!
with the shadow of war over it, Paris, something other than the preservation
as has been said, Is serious, but the of the peace of Paris. However, the
Ight of marching, uniformed FrenchParisian seems to like his almost
men and the sound of music bring nightly excitement, and there are no
Paris out of Its solemnity. It cheers lines on the faces in the streets the
and "Clod speeds" Its defenders
next day to show that fear and anxiety
Another thing Paris does, a thing al- have been using their knives to cut
most unknown in England and Amer- furrows.
ica. When the colors uf a regiment
I came to Paris direct from London.
j.ass the onluoklng throng, the head Friends In America and In England
of every man and boy Is bared, and had said that the passage of the chan
every man ana child does honor to the nel was dangerous.
I had been told
Soldiers of all lands salute the on leaving the United States that
flag.
Mini
In
Cermany, in there was a good chance the ship of
passing colors.
I
understand pnssuge would be sunk by a submarine
Austria, and In Itun-ithat the civilians do likewise. France, before Liverpool was sighted
however. I believe leads the world In
No Enemy In 8lght.
civilian honor to the i mlilctns of gov
ernment and its regiments.
more perturbation
There was
Talis has been visited on several oc- among the friends o the passengers
aeroplanes
Zeppei.nd
on nhore than there was among the
casions by the
The boat which brought
lins of its present enemy country. passengers.
The I'irlsiun bas taken these calls me to Houlogne from Folkestone went
eiiain appearance of indiffer at a terrlllc pace. The channel pas- -

sage almost always la disagreeable,
but on the day that I came over It
was the reverse of disagreeable, and
as far as the eye could determine, It
was the reverse of dangerous, but the
eye cannot tee Into the depths.
At any rate, no vessel was aeen
which sails under, on, or over the seas
and which would have been bent on
the destruction of a boat flying the
English flag and carrying some solOne
diers among Its passengers.
could hardly get a thrill from thinking
of danger on such a beautiful day.
The channel was almost glassy In its
look. One channel boat has made one
passage at least on which no traveler
bad so much as a tint of seasickness.
Boulogne today la held largely by
the British. It is a hospital base for
the English wounded. Last year, just
as the war was breaking out, the
French people of Houlogne were fearful that England would content Itself
with fighting on the sea and would
not send troops to help France. There
was great anxiety in Boulogne, and
there was whispering that the English
government would not do Its utmost,
and that Ita soldiers were to stay at
home. Then one morning a change
came over Boulogne. English trans
ports bearing troops were seen com
ing out of the channel haze. Boulogne,
flsherfolk and merchant folk, went
mad with joy. "Les Angklse!" was
the cry. It is probable that soldiers,
never in the world before, except when
relieving some beleaguered city, bad
so warm a welcome.
8ee 8oldlsrs Everywhere.
From Boulogne to Paris the railroad
runs south and southeast A part of
the road runs through country which
the Germans penetrated last August
There are a few traces only of tbelr
The French
temporary occupation.
themselves, however, in order to Im
pede the foe, had destroyed some
bridges, and these today are only just
about again ready for use. The train
in which I traveled passed through
AmtenB, where It was within consid
erably less than thirty miles of the
present firing line. Peronne, which is
only a little way over plain and hill
from Amiens, is today in possession of
the German forces. A few bours after
I had left Amiens a German aeroplane
sailed over the place and dropped
bombs.
All along the line from Boulogne to
Paris one sees soldiers.
There are
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P. C. Grimes, Aged

Seventy-Five- ,
Finds
Lost Sister After Spending Much
Time and Money.

e

rap-Idl- y

Altus, Okla A search of fifty years,
extending over a dozen different states
and twenty-fivcounties In Oklahoma,
during the progress of which a small
fortune was expendod In an advertis
Ing campaign, ended at Blair when P.
C. Grimes of Nebraska
City, Neb.,
stepped from an Orient passengei
train into the arms of his sister, Mrs
D. W. Jones of Altus.
t
Mr. Grimes Is seventy-fivyears old
Fifty years ago. after the marriage ol
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, the family broke
up. After a few years they lost trace
or each other and all efforts to get
into communication were unavailing
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Winifred Sackvllle
by scientists

and educa
re-

"

Out of Paris.

R

I

Pell-mel-

engineer troops and others engaged In
the work of railroad guarding, and in
some cases of railroad maintenance.
It Is a constant moving picture of wartime color In the Melds of France the
women, the children and the old men
are at 'he nurture of the crops. Their
task Is just as vital to the well being
of any country as Is the hard duty of
the men at the front
Into Paris I come at dusk. Many
of the street lamps are out, the shades
are drawn at the windows and the
great French capital is shrouded and
almost silent War even today Is not
far removed from the city's walls.
FIFTY-YEA-

ly

"

"Cry

g

HEN Mrs. Winifred Sackville Stoner, mother of

spect the best developed
;hlld In the United States, recently
ipoke In a New York theater on "Nat
jrai uaucatlon, 1,500 women were
turned away because there was not
sven standing room available.
The most significant Incident came
ifter ber Informal address, when Mrs.
Utoner Invited tbe "kiddy-kids,as she
sailed them, to come up on the stage
nd play with ber. There was an im
mediate and scrambling response. She
Is love at first sight to all children;
that was apparent They rush in
stinctively toward her as bees head
toward a flower bed that holds sweets
in store for them.
l
the chll
dren, who never had seen her before,
warmed about her, embracing her
knees, clinging to her hands, and
without a touch of
'.hough the theater was packed to the
pit, roll to learning how to say "howdy
jo" and "good-byin Japanese. To this
they added under ber magic tuition a
poem In Chinese, a bit of "Mother
Goose" In Esperanto, a game played In
Latin and a lullaby in French.
It was easy enough to Bee how one
who could teach children these things
In 15 minutes could as teacher or her
own daughter achieve the marvelous
results that have made Winirred Sack
ville Stoner, Jr., the most prominent
figure In tbe group of supernormal
children that the magazines and news
papers have exploited so largely for
tbe past few years.
Winifred Stoner at twelve writes
and speaks eight languages fluently;
she has written for publication since
she was Ave years old and baa a num
ber of books to her credit, among these
a translation of "Mother Goose" into
Esperanto rhyme under the title "Pa
trlno Anserino," that bas been pronounced by college professors "worthy
of a professional linguist or a poet of
standing."
She has written French verse, a suf
frago book entitled "A Plea for Gallant
Knights," and is now translating her
mother's "Natural Education" Into
French.
She has passed college examinations
for degrees successfully and has taught
a class In Esperanto In the Carnegie
Institute In Pittsburgh.
And she knows most of the Latin
classics by heart
Withal, her mother contends that
she Is not a prodigy, but Just a normal,
healthy, happy child who finds as much
pleasure in "Peter Rabbit" as she does
In the classics and who has ambitions
to grow up to be a cowgirl and a magazine editor. Mrs. Stoner shrinks from
having tbe apple or her eye exploited
as a psychological problem. It la only
her keen love for children and interest
In what may be achieved for them
through natural education that she
was persuaded to put her experience
and methods with her baby Into book
form and to lecture on the subject
Mrs. Stoner talked more at length
about her work to a representative of
tbe New York Press in her apartment
In a New York hotel. Winifred, the
wonderful child, was getting ready for
bed at eight o'clock. She came when
her mother called a rather sleepy little girl, with her Bhoea already unbuttonedand obediently recited one
oration from Cicero. There Is noth
ing of the pedant about the child.
Mrs. Stoner believes that the des
tinies or all nations are in the hands
or Its mothers.
"The destiny or nations lies tar more In the bands of
women mothers than In the hands
or those who possess power," she
quotes Froebel. "We must cultivate
women who are the educators or the
human race, else a new generation
cannot accomplish Its task. The Chinese were the first people to collect
tacts and to give general Information
to pupils In schools, but their civilization did not advance until they lifted
the ban from a woman learning, and
since they have awakened to the truth
or 'like mother, like son,' they are
making vast strides.
"Man owes everything to woman,"
Mrs. Stoner says. "She Is the source
or bis existence; but as a stream cannot rise higher than Its source, so the
son cannot outshine his mother. It Is
for this reason that few great men In
the past have had great sons. These
men were often so engrossed In their
great works that they did not take
time to choose their mates wisely.
Therefore, In many cases the children
were molded by their mothers luto in
ferior casts.
l
ThoBe who expect to see an
prodigy In Winifred Btnnor are
surprised that she comes nearer reul
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WATER SUPPLY

of Montevideo
Will Spend Much Money on New
System of Reservoirs.

authorities of City

In spile of hard timer !n Uruguay
he Montevideo vv ater worn com-anbos decided to spend 1300.000 In
linking Immediate Improvements In
he Bystem of reservoirs. Three times
n the last year floods In the Santa
.ucla rive-- , from which the supply is
'iWaiued. navo endangered the city's
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izlng their preconceived Ideas of a
child of nature, with her 129V& pounds
of solid muscle, her splendid vltulity,
strength and exuberance of youth. Her
cheeks are like ruddy winter apples
and her eyes as bright as those of the
squirrels in the park.
"Health first of all" is bur mother's
nursery motto. Plenty of fresh air
and an unlimited quuntlty of an excellent old fashioned drink culled "Adam's
ale," Inside and out. Until Winifred
was two years old she had no meat to
eat. Unlike most children, she disliked every rorm or breakfast food,
and her parents, believing what Is not
pleasant to one's taste is not good for
one, never forced these dishes on her.
The stomach is a very important factor In creating happiness. "Whether
life Is worth living or not depends upon the liver," Mrs. Stoner reminded.
"By keeping the children's stomachs
In good order and 'squeezing
their
livers' through proper exercise, wo can
save our offspring from becoming miserable dyspeptics who hate the world.
themselves Included, and who, like La
Forge's 'Man With the Appetite,' would
gladly give all their wealth for the
pleasure of enjoying a meal through
another man's stomach."
Mrs. Stoner insists that all children
are good when they are fed properly.
One of the chief ways to ward off Indigestion is courtship of t ho god Cheer
while we eat She doesn't pretend tn
be a health doctor, and she thinks any
mother who follows the simple rules
she has observed in the training of
Winifred will be rewarded by children
as robust.
There must be a cheerful atmosphere, first of all, In the home.
Plenty or fresh air all the time, out
of doors whenever the weather permits. No cradle locking and no
comforter.
A dully bath, made so attractive thai
the child will look forward to it as to
an adventure. Many a child learns to
hate and rear the bulh, because someone carelessly put him luto too hot or
cold water. The temperature should
always be tested.
Keep breathing exercises developed
Winifred's chest, and she was taught
to sing and whistle. Every day she
plays ball and takes long walks. A
child should be given dully exercise
like this to keep down excessive
energy. Many mothers think that
their children are nervous, when they
are simply yearning to throw off excessive energy.
Winifred promises to be quite us ex
traordinary in the latter part of her
life as she has been In the beginning,
If her mothers theories continue to
work successfully. Mrs. Stoner agrees
with the scientist who recently said
that the natural lot of man's lire should
be I GO years. "He claims that every
animal but man reaches the allotted
age or five times the length of time
It takes to reach maturity. According
to his observation, the ordinary man is
not fully mature until he reaches the
thirtieth milestone. Therefore, he
should live to be seven score and ten."
Winifred's mother regards fear and
worry as demons, and quotes the
scientist as authority
that these two kill off
the hu
man race before they live a
or
their allottedvyears.
It is an excellent rulo for the devel- -

opment of children for the mother to
see thut no bridges are crossed before
th9y are reached.
"Let not the sun go down upon your
wrath." All children should be taught
to follow this Biblical bedtime advice,
for, taken, it wakes the child up to
world In which there Is only happiness
Mrs, Stoner acknowledges her indebtedness to the late Prof. William
James of Harvard for ber first ideas of
child training. He believed that every
child has hidden Ideas which can be
brought to life through properly directed play In the cradle. Instead of
fearing taxation of the baby's mind,
Professor James believed that the
sooner a child Is given mental training
the belter for him.
Mrs. Stoner regards "nurse play" aa
the first aid to a mother. "Play Is tbe
great secret of youth from the cradle
to the grave. We all need piny to save
uh from becoming ossified or turning
Into human Icebergs. I won't have
anybody teaching In my school," she
said, "who won't unbend enough to
play."
.Mrs. Stoner waxes most enthusiastic
when she tells what part Imagination
plays In her work of teaching.
She
believes, with a great scientist, that
mortals can never know true happiness until they make imagination their
constant companion.
Winifred Stoner at twelve Is totally
lacking In "blghendodness," ber mother explains, because she realizes how
little slin knows compared to what
there Is to learn In tho wide field of
knowledge; but as a baby she was encouraged to believe she could do all
things her mother could do.
Hut what about tho old things we
have heard child geniuses not pan
nlng out? The terrible warnings that
physicians had down ubout straining
tbe child's mind and breaking down
his Intellect?
"Stuff uud nonsense!" Mrs. Stoner
exclaims, quoting Prof. James Thomson of the University of Glasgow. "I
believe a child should be educated aa
soon' as It shows an Intelligent Inter-t-s- t
In the world, and this education
should be along lines shown by the
child's tendencies. It Is precisely
the education of children begins
too lale that they find It hard to learn
and strain their minds In the attainment of knowledge. Let a child get accustomed to using Its mind In early
childhood and study will never tax It,
but it will be a perpetual Joy. Doctor
Thomson's boys under this system became famous men and lived to a ripe
old ago. The elder boy entered Glasgow university at tbe age of twelve
and led his classes there. He died
after living three score years and ten,
luavlng a reputation as a great teacher
and authority on engineering. The
younger brother did even better. As
Lord Kelvin of Largs he Is known aa
the greatest of nineteenth century physicians and la ranktd with Newton and
Faraday In knowledge of the lawa of
nature. He lived to be eighty-three- .
"It Is true that some great men were
considered dullards at school, because
they did not take an Interest In their
lessons, but children whose budding
tendencies have been early recognized
nud cultivated have rarely failed tp
bIiow great subsequent development"

supply. On one occasion tho flood was
so high that the boiler room was flooded and the reservoirs of filtered water
were invaded by river water. Tho
consequence was thut the supply of
wnter was cut off for three days. Filtered water is pumped to specially
constructed
reservoirs on tho outskirts of the city. The first one was
constructed no less than fifty years
ago and tho second and third in 18KH.
These three reservoirs have a total
capacity of 60,000 cubic meters, sufficient for four days' el'v supply of

water. As the worst flood of last year
stopped pumping work at Santa Lucia
for three days. It will be seen that the
margin wns a very narrow one. The
contemplated Improvements will double the capacity 0f the reservoirs.
Scientific American
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Cruel Hint.
or brains live longer than
others, they SBy."
"Well, ir you look at It that way,
I don't
wonder you're reeling de"Men

spondent"
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CONQUERING TROUBLES OF INCUBATORS

KC is pure. KC is healthful. It really does make
lighter, nicer biscuits, cakes

eaMVi

A

FIRST JEWISH GOVERNOR

fashioned single acting

Moses Alexander, Democratic governor of Idaho and the first Jew to be
elected chlct executive of any of the
United States, knows that poor boys
can win fume and fortune, for that is
what he himself has dona. Personality, perseverance
and principles
may be said to be responsible for b
success in life,. Perhaps It was main
ly the first named that put him at the
helm in a normally Republican state
when his Democratic running mates
all were defeated. Here Is the way
(Mr. Alexander tells briefly of his

career;

Incubator Hatch.

A Successful

"1 started in Chlllicotho,
Mo.,
working for Jacob Ilerg & Co., at the
munificent salary of $10 per month
and board. That was in the sixties,
when we were supposed to work as
long as there was anything to do;
sunrise to sunset had no reference to
a day's task. This firm afterwards
became the firm of ValIbrunn-Alexander, of which I was Junior
partner. After years of commercial life In Chllllcothe, I came West on account of 111 health and settled In Boise, Idaho. I was married In St. Joseph,
&

thi
regulator, which responded more read
opan
Incubator
struction books that
lly to moist beat than to dry. Tht
erator would do well to violate, and result was that the ventilator wai
In 1876.
that It where he la told tbat when thrown wide open, and It let out thi Mo., "My
first vote was cast for Samuel J. Tllden for president and Phelps
everything la adjusted and running moisture and beat tbat meant life tc
governor. I was elected a member of the city council of Chllllcothe In
for
perfectly to trust to the Incubator.
the batching chicks, and in rushed th
Don't do It Stay and watch, or cold air that was sure to kill then 1886, and was elected mayor of the city In 1887. I was secretary of the
committee which built the private normal school. I was also secretary of the
drop In every spare minute to look speedily.
committee to procure the right of way to induce the Milwaukee railroad to
round If you want good luck; for evMy greatest difficulty was that I wai
ery make of Incubator has' some little without a thermometer as well as t build through Livingstone county."
peculiarity that tells In the operating, dependable regulator. I took the llttlf
and it is only by close watching that chicks already batched as a guide tc
the operator has a chance to learn the temperature in place of the ther
MOST BELOVED CHILD
bow to bolster up the weak points, or mometer they had displaced.
get the most out of the strong ones.
I used the ones that were well dried
There Is a homeless little girl in
The operator should not forget that and resting quietly on the top of tht
is
an ImporanPpart of this business
trays well toward the back as a guide Europe a ray of bright sunshine In
to run the machine smoothly accordChicks In the nursery drawer would the bloody murk of a great national
ing to the instructions, at least for not have anawered my purpose as I tragedy who, being a symbol of
the first few times.
might have waited until those below sweet childhood, has by that very
the world of
If you wUh to avoid trouble you were too hot or cold, and the chickt magle transformed
hearts into hearts of
should observe these three important Just hatching would have died In th sympathetic
children children the world over,
rules of the Instruction book.
shell from one or the other extreme.
Implicitly follow the directions for
I watched the chicks that wert who regard her as the most beloved.
ventilation.
quietly resting on the trays and when She Is Princess Marie Jose of
exiled with ber mother In EngPlace the thermometer where the they commenced to pant badly and
manufacturers say.
yell very loudly I turned my lami land, where there are being disDon't vary from instructions for flame a little lower. I needed no fur tributed thousands and thousands of
postal cards bearing ber portrait;
tenipernture.
ther evidence to tell me that my eg also charming
plaster busts, souvenirs
My liiHt season's experience bears chamber was getting too hot
ages
on the last two points. I was at this
When I saw that the chicks wert for her small friends, whose
.;''''Sr!t
i
time running three different makes of long In drying off, and when the) range anywhere from six to sixteen.
marhlnes, each at a different tempera- started their hover song, I knew thai The post cards have already circled
ture, one at 102 another at 103 and it was getting too cold and turned tht the earth.
This Is what Lars Anderson, forstill another at 104. All had good lamp a little higher.
merly American minister to Belgium,
hatches.
I had a most trying experience, bul
The difference was mainly due to by "living" with my machine during says of the little princess:
knew the little Princess Marie
the Ineatlon of the thermometers, and the hatch I snatched a partial victory Jose"Iwhen
I was minister at the
did net Indicate an actual difference when failure had seemed to be almost
court, and she was like a fairy
if the temperature of the eggs. I certain.
princess, the ideal princess of one's dreams. In our drawing room there is a
usually
tievpr trust one thermometer
The second time I operated that inphotograph, a gift to my wife, signed In her childish but strong handwriting
have one to each tray of prks.
cubator I hud another thermometer
The worst trouble I ever had with suspended where the chickens could as 'Marie Jose de Delglque,' and in it she appears the little royal princess
a machine was one of the kind that not dlspluce .It, and by keeping a rec- out of a story book, for her wonderful hair Is all aglow with the light from a
places the thermometer directly on the ord of tho variation between the twe window by which she stands, and her dress seems to recall medieval times.
I do not exaggerate her wonderful charm, and there Is enough suggestion of
t pkk. The difficulty arrives when the thermometers during the hatch I wat
They always able to get along nicely when the mischief in the charm to prove her a little girl as well as a royal princess."
eggs begin to hatch.
knocked the thermometer over and chicks commenced to hatch since my
from then on I was never certain records were a safe guide as to the
whether the latter part of the hatch proper temperature at which to keep
EXPONENT OF SAFETY FIRST
was being cooked or frozen.
the upper thermometer.
There

(By C. E. TOMEK.)
U Juut one rule in all

In-

My main source of anxiety was

"Wr

and pastry than the old
baking powders.

And you pay only a fair price for it.
No baking powder should sell for more.

J

The Human Touch.
Flaw In the Argument
There must be a sensitive touch.
"Don't you think that Idiots should
A visitor to a manufactory saw a man be chloroformed at birth T asked the
molding clay into pots. Noticing that progressive person.
all the molding was done by hand, he
"It wouldn't be practical,'' replied
said to the workman: "Why do you the student of human nature. "Most
not use a tool to aid you In shaping of them do not show It until after the
clay?"

workman replied:
that can do this
work. We have tried different ones,
but somehow It needs the human
touch." And how true It Is that In
shaping lives for God there Is need of
the human touch. We cannot do tho
Jesus
Lord's work by machinery.
touched men, imparting health, cleansing and salvation. Biblical Recorder.
the

"There

The

grow up."

Is no tool

SAVED FROM GRAVE BY
WONDERFUL REMEDY
"I feel like it bad brought me from
the grave."
After taking one dose of Mayr's
Wonderful Remedy, W. H. Barnett of

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle ef
a safe and sure remedy tc4
infanta and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
In Use For Over SO Years,
CASTOR1A,

Children Cry for Fletcher's Caitorial

Matrimony's Cost
Timid Youth What do I have te
pay for a marriage license?
Facetious Clerk Well, you get It oa
the installment plan.
Timid Youth How's that?
Facetious Clerk Two dollars dow
and most of your salary each week
for the rest of your life.

Qlen, Colo., found relief from stomach
trouble of years' standing.
tor the TBOOPS
ALLEN'S
tto
Mr. Harnett's experience Is typical Over 100,000
of Alien'
powder to bke Idio jour hot, are
of the experiences of stomach suffer- ttitlMptto
ueeu by lb Qermo and Allied troop at
belus
ers all over the country. For two tbe Front heeitnee It rut the feet, ! Im
years he bought and tried all kinds of Slant relief to Corn and Bunions, hot, weilea
tender feet, and makes walking
"cures." He achlnf,
medicines and
TODAY. Don
Bold everywhere, Ho. Try
got Mayr's Wonderful Remedy and accept an substitute. Adv.It
after much hesitation took a dose.
Results were Immediate. The first
One for the "Cops."
dose convinced it always does. Mr.
The Fallen One Officer, did yott see
Barnett wrote:
me fallt
"I cannot say anything but words of
Officer Yes.
praise for your Wonderful Remedy,
The F. O. Then how did you know
spent
after taking one bottle. I bad
was me? Harvard Lampoon.
It
medicine
spend
for
til I was able to
(or two years. Now I feel that your
OWN DRl'OOIBT WILL TELL TOW
remedy has brought me from my TOCll
Weak, Wstorf
Br
S7n Murine
Tihtf Orenolalad VHsl No
grave."
Wrlle for Book of Uie Hire
In.k are oomfort.
Co, tw
perMr
Bemed?
Vree.
Murine
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy gives
t Ball
manent results for stomach, liver and
A Bad Guess.
Intestinal ailments. Kat as much and
whatever you like. No more distress
Panhandler Mister, I appeal te
after eating, pressure of gas In the you
stomach and around the heart Get one
Passer-bNot In the lest, bot Exbottle of your druggist now and try It cuse my dust! Puck.
on an absolute guarantee If not satisfactory money will be returned. Adv.
Make the laundress happy that's Red
Mukrt beautiful, class
CroHS Hub lilue.
Few Sailors Row or 8wlm.
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
A survivor from one of the torpedoed ships says: "We had no men
The edition of the New York telein our boat who could row. I had nevphone directory has reached more
er rowed a boat before, but I can do than 600,000 copies.
so now." The smallness of the number of men In our mercantile marine
who can handle a rowboat would
surprise the majority of peeple, and ft The General Says :
those who can handle a sail are an Ya Ton Mn ton thn most d arable rnofli
even smaller band. They get almost 5 lu.liL on
As for
no opportunity of learning.
swimming, very few are experts, and
battalions of them cannot swim a
stroke. Just last summer I sailed
If one enters into conversation
boat officered by
with Charles Caldwell McChord, chair- with a British cargo having,
on board
ALFALFA EXCELS AS
nonswlmmers,
and
man of the Interstate commerce comInral hurrlwin or lumber drlfr mn
mission, on matters that relate to his only four men In all who believed m Ymir
nipply r"ii with Curtis.
Hoof to.
keep them- A (iunrftnti'od
A BUILDER OF SOILS
b, 10 or 16 yean .vooortllrui
to
work, it Is almost a certainty that that, unaided, they could
ubaUlut.
tti ttiU kuosuv IKjdX accupt
he will tnlk about "safety first," for selves afloat. London Chronicle.
A GENERAL ROOFING MFG. CO. 3
Mr. McChord is the leading exponent
Adds Annually More Than Twice
Money From 8nakes.
in official lire In the United States of
'
'!
Ware
Lewis Anthony,
the effort to make the railroads In the
as Much Nitrogen to Land
country less deadly. Twelve years of farmer, expects to take legal action 171
as Average Red Clover.
r
rr
service as a member of the Kentucky against a negro named John Hamrailway commission and more than mond because the negro killed a large
It
't
As a soil builder, it is estimated
rattlesnake on Mr. Anthony's farm, acfour years as a member of tho interthat an acre of alfalfa adds annually
state commerce commission have cording to a Waycross (Ga.) corremore than twice as much nitrogen
made him a master of the subject spondent of the New York 8un.
to the land as the average acre of
Mr. Anthony catches all snakes In
His Is the voice of authority.
red clever.
This phase of alfalfa
his settlement and sells them, and he
In the organization of the Intergrowing will not be overlooked, nor
state commerce commission the work figures that the negro has caused him 0 Passenrsr,
by
Its importance
underestimated
of that body in its administration la a loss of at least $1 in killing the rat- Davls.Elictrlo Lights
those who realize the need of giving
divided among the members. To Mr. tler.
Hammond was working near Mr. and Startir.
much greater attention to maintaining
McChord, when be was appointed In
rltnber; M to 90 mil's on I galloa
the fertility of soils.
December, 1910, was assigned the Anthony's farm, and when he saw Greatest hill
gasoline. 10,000 miles on one eet of tires. Stewsafety work, and tbat Includes tho a rattler he lost no time In getting art Hpeedoneter, one man Mobalr top, 10S Ineh
Not only does this plant add great
baae, wood or wire wbrrls, 8i3vt Inek
ly to the available nitrogon in the
administration of all the federal laws It out of the way. The snake had wheel
llres, wight I 0 poun.ls. MHZ lS CUTilUI
Bolls, but it adds also to the avail
regarding safety appliances, hours of thirteen rattles and a button.
KitrMtn 1st Cslsftaa Its ta sat Wrta
able mineral fertility, through its pow- continuous employment, inspection of engines and equipment, Investigations
The Colorado Cartercar Co.
er to appropriate for its own growth, of wrecks and the like.
The Prescription.
1636 Broadway t Desvar, Colorado
In bis four years' service he has completely reorganized what Is now
the large supply bf phosphorus and
"I have broken down from over- LIVE AGENTS WANTED
potassium found In the subsoils, writes known as the division of safety, and built it up into an effective and
work, doctor. What cure would you
arm of the government. Personal attention did this. "Safety first" recommend?"
H. D. Hughes in Farmers Mail and
Hreezo.
"A sinecure; three dollars please."
These elements are beyond as they tell It within the commission, "is McChord's bug."
the reach of the other farm crops in
the rotation, but the long alfalfa roots
gather them and later on much of this
MAHARANEE OF KAPURTHALA
potassium and phosphorus become
private party and
to
available to other crops through ths
give privilege of buying later If
manure made from feeding the alfalfa
Once she was only a Spanish danauited and applying rant on price,
hay. Moreover, as these deep pene- cer, graceful and charming, to ba
or will aril now to responsible party
trating roots decay, they open chan- sure, but poor and quite without soat special price 00 easy uontbly or
nels which will be followed by the cial standing.
Now
she is the
quarterly terms. If intareaied write
roots of subsequent crops which other favorite wife of bis Highness Jagat Jit
ma at oace, address MPIXNOn care
wise would never tap the lower re- Singh Bahadur, mabarajah
Bon 1611, WCSTtRN NEWS.
gions of the subsoil. The great amount
of Kapurthala, and with him is
PAPER UNION, Deaver, Celo.
of organic matter left when the alfalfa making a tour of the United States.
is plowed leaves the soil In the very Including a visit to the Panama-Pa-du:
exposition at San Francisco.
best physical condition for the followGrape-NutDAISY FIT KILLER
15
ing crops, thereby Increasing thell
The maharajah has traveled much
1IM. Heel, etaa, e
yields.
,
In Europe, and It was on one of his
semeaaU. eca.eejee V
good
with
cream or
otep. La eta ait
trips that be saw the pretty Spanish
aieaeei
lessen,
milk, supplies the food
dancer and succumbed to her charms.
itei. cuteMllortlp
Fats Economy.
wlU aol sell e
elements
excellent
in
It Is surely false economy to use He decided tbat be needed another
Iereri aarlktaa.
effectl
proportion for buildworn-ou- t
tools. An old, rickety, worn-ou- wife, a contract was drawn up,
J
-,"
brain
and muscle
ing
eipreee nets far SLOV
disk or cultivator should be dis- $6,000 was paid to the young dancer's
tissue.
aaaoia toauaa. iaa as Balk are., sreeura, a. a,
carded and a
Implement parents and she was whisked away
9
used. Every farmer should strive to to India, nothing loath, and married
SU DAN UR.tftlt, pure, well maturrd seed.
Reason"
per hundrrri lbs Valusbls Instructive Dock
regular
Sikh
fashion.
there
In
Over
crop
year.
He
raise a maximum
this
et a ref. Mutual Trading Co., l.ubborK, Tea.
s
Punjab
lord
busband
is
of
a
the
worn-ouher
t
Implements.
cannot do It with
state 608 square miles In area, and
ten oreroe n.a ttock. the
A
600 servants are at his call in bis
goo oummlssloBa. SaLaa stassal u atua. oaa.
Discourages Weeds.
If you have dirt paths In the gar palace. That Isn't all, either, for bis
den, cover tbem with sifted gravel. highness already had three wives
girl. But she knows she Is the favorite
This discourages weeds and makes the. when he found and won the Spanish
youngest
one,
being
prettiest,
and declares that no Jealous thoughts
and
the
aaataZ
paths dry quickly after a snower.
trawawM
a el
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
ever enter her head.
FOOT-KAB-

B

prkfi

Foot-Bu-

t,

er.

Del-glu-

Bel-gla- n

LIQUID

Roofing

MANURE IS

GROWTH

STIMULANT

Excellent for Growing Vines and
Tomato Plants Timely
Work in the Garden.
(fly MILL Kit ITItVIS

,

)

-

-

To raise big squashes, cover every
other Joint on the vine with a little
hillock of earth, as the vine lengthens out. lly Joints we mean, of course,
the point where a leaf starts out.
If these joints are covered, mots
will start out and add to the rapacity
of the vine in seeking plant food from
which to increase the size of the
squashes it bears.
When melon and cucumber vines begin to grow, be careful not to disturb them when cultivating. Get the
.ground clean as early as possible, and
then pull out such weeds as start close
to the vines.
Liquid manure is a wonderful stimulant for growing vines and tomato
plants.
Kill an old cracker barrel
with unfermer.ted horse manure, and
set it on a platform high enough from
the ground no a pall ran be used to
catch the liquid. Then pour water on
until It begins to drip out of the bottom. Arrange the platform so the
drippings will all run to one point. Use
these drippings to water tho hills, and
watch the vines grow.
Work fertilizer or rotted manure
around the cabbage plants every time
they are cultivated. Cabbage Is the
real hog for feed, among vegetables.
Don't hoe, or otherwise cultivate
beans when the vines are wet. To
do so often causes them to rust
The
friend;
much
In six
hoe.
makes

Gardener's Best Friend.
wheel hoc is the gardener's best
with It one man can do as
work In two hours as he can
common
with the
It saves laborious stooping,
the work easier and does it

better.

These boes have several attachments, such as drills, cultivators, and
different sized hoes, making it suitable
for crops of all kinds and sizes.
It a man is too lazy to attend to
ills own garden, his wife will And the
help.
se of th whuol hoe a prr-pf
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$800.00 Will Be
Given Away.

get in the campaign
without another minutes delay.
If you can't enter the campaign
dominate a friend. Any lady
may enter the campaign.
office and

THE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE CLASS OF 1915
(".

U

f.

Fisi

k

Chi.

..--
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Vote Coupo.v

(Continued from first page)

You will hivj n this issue a
fur their services.
good for 100 votes,
amount of money coupon,
coupon
will appear
depend entirely on This
received
only.
paper
Get as many
week's
the effort of each campaigner.
as" you can and vote
of
them
A Warning
them for yourself or a friend.
to say to
constrained
feel
We
Schedule of Votes
all who entered this subscription
Look
up the schedule of votes
campaign and to all others who
Clip this out
in
this
issue
contemplate entering.
"Don't
keep
reference.
and
for
future
ProSleep on Your Rights."
standing
Also
list
and
notice
the
is
the
thief
that
crastination
robs us of many golden chanos. of campaigners up to the presRvmember. mark the date on ent. Get Busy. Do it NOW.
your calendar, this campaign
Address Campaign Manager,
will close July. 11. 1915. What- Clovis News. Kep this
for
soever thou doest. thou must do future reference.
Mildred Whii.in;
quickly! It's the early, earnest,
U.'rnic Fi v
Majrdalene Humphrey
Ni'dh Miller
Phone 97. Get in the campaign.
persistent, insistent campaigner
who will take down the big
List Of Campaigners
prizes July 11. You have n't one
Following is the list of the
minute to lose. Think of it! In young ladies who nave been
a few short weeks this campaign nominated up to the present in
will he over. If you have been the campaign the Clovis News
a systematic, faithful worker in has inaugurated to add 2,000
the campaign, you can t .en take readers to its list by July 11th.,
a trip to sunny California, with 1915.
all expanses paid, or you can en
These are all deserving young
joy a f:5.D Jessie rrencn piano ladies and are worthy of your
in your home for 365 days in the best help. The Campaign has
year, or you can have a solid just begun. Ptenty of time to
gold watch, "all your very own,"
enter the campain and win a line
or you can take a course in a Jessie French piano or a trip to
gool tiusineai u liei?e, or you the Exposition in California or a
cm hiv; a ni:.1 c'laica of solid gyld watch or a scholar
"spar? spending money," This ship in the best
Busi
is the opportunity that comes ness college or a nice chance of
Evelyn Hamilton
Elsie Gant
lout' Ausiii
K:l.d Herby
your way but once in a life time extra spending money.
uon t let it sup tnrougn your
Cut out the nomination blank
fingers
in this paper and nominate yourDuring the next few weeks self or a friend.
- '
You can't
v.
:.
"V
r
The Clovis News will give away possibly lose in THIS campaign.
in cash and valuable prizes from
Names of Campaigners
$500 to $suu. The one securing
Clovis
;
'
the largest number of subscrip
i
Miss Elma Forbes
tions to the News will have choice
Miss Lillian Beck
between a $350 Jessie French
Miss lone Austin
piano and a trip to the Exposit
Miss Vivian Denny-Mision in California with expenses
Magdalene Humphry
paid. The one securing
the
Miss Dot Pendergrass
second largest number of sub
Miss Lena Singer
scriptions will receive a solid
gold watch or received scholar
Miss Ora Sadler
Miss
Eletha Locke.
ship in a reputable Business
Miss Murl Douglass.
College. All other campaigners
who stay in to the close will re- Texico
ceive ten percent of all money
Murl Douglass
Eletha Locke
Edith Reamer
Miss Janey Jenkins
Grace Rogers
they get on subscriptions.
Miss Dovie Vaughn R. F. D. 3
Miss Ella Boone R. F. D. 3
1 No reduction from the reguMiss Lois Hagler R. F. D. 3
lar subscription price allowed.
Havener
2 Renewals count the same as
Miss Mary Vannii e
new readers.
Miss Amy Anderson
3 No campaign er can change
Melrose
their votes after once voted.
Miss Lois Porter
4 No votes will be counted unMiss Ruth Downing
less accompanied by the cash for
Grady
the subscriptions.
Miss Inez Maxwell
The price of the Clovis News
Miss Lucy Wright
is $1,00 per year. Votes will be
Lincoln
allowed as follows:
Miss Ethel Brasher
1 year
100 votes
Enterprise
2 years 300 votes
Miss Grace Lewis
3 years 600 votes
Claud
4 years 900 votes
Nellie Lee Wagner
Ollie Sears
Esther Comstock
Miss Mildred Rork
5 years 1,200 votes
Hollene
6 years- - 1.700 votes
Miss Bertha Fahsholtz
must have citizens who are im7 years 2,400 votes
Hospital Taxed
4th of July Celebration
Memorial Services
bued with a certain amount of
-8 years 3, 000 votes
On
Some one has been instrument- patriotism and we think Clovis
account
of the storm last
CloHospital
The Santa Fe
at
9 years-3,7- 00
votes
Trade:
Sunday
night
report
in
spreading
false
al
the
the Odd Fellow
vis,
maintainance
of
for
the
has some of that kind. If we
10 years -- 4,500 votes
Own 160 acres 12 miles SE of that Clovis would not have a cannot teach the coming gener- which monthly deductions are Memorial services were post11 years 5,400 votes
Clovis, owe $200, will trade fourth of July celebration this
ation, once in every five years made from employes checks for poned until next Sunday even12 years 6,500 votes
anything.
most
for
would
equity
year,
reserve
but
instead
at least, what our forefathers hospital fees, has been taxed to ing, June 13 th at 8 o'clock. The
13 years -- 7,600 votes
energiee
and
double
efforts
its
its
fought, bled and died for and the limit by the board of County program which appeared in this
Brick 2 story building i n
14 years-8,8- 00
votes
county
paper last week will be followed
for
successful
fair
this
a
for whafc the stars and stripes Commissioners.
Chicasha, rents for $75. Value
15 years -- 10, 300 votes
not
everyone is invited to atThis
4th
fall.
The
and
is
true.
Many
complaints
heard
are
our
stand, then we have lost
$16,000.00 Inc. $6,000, trade
16 .years 12,100 votes
will
July
be
held
of
celebration
against this action as such an tend the services, which will be
love for country and liberty.
equity for farm and stock in N.
17 years -- 15, 200 votes
contemplated.
Committees
as
institution is not a revenue pro- held in the Lyceum Theatre.
M. Owned by rancher.
00
18
votes
now
been
and
named
have
are
ducer but a mutual benefit asso- All Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
19 years -- 26, 00 votes
and fixtures, at work, and the celebration will
4 pool tables
ciation, maintained entirely bv are requesed to meet at the I. O.
20 years -3- 2,500 votes
worth $1,500.00, will trade for be held on Monday July 5th in Pinching Roswell Fishermen employes, who when sick or in- O. F. Hall at 7:30 Sunday even21 years -- 39, 600 votes
any kind of land, worth money. order that those who wish to atDeputy Game Warden Baca, jured are cared for without ing.
00
22
votes
was Kent from Santa Fe to charge. In mo st places in the
who
in
rural
celebration
tend
the
2 farms in Erath Co., Texas,
23 years -- 62,800 votes
The4lh of July finance comValley to see that the state,
Pecos
the
3,
will
Saturday
July
on
districts
are
institutions
such
for lands near Clovis. One 160
24 years -- 74.000 votes
mittee
has already raised over
observstrictly
fishing
was
law
acres, 4o acres in iarm, o room have an opportunity to do so and
exempt from taxation.
25 years- - 91,000 votes
$200.00.
offenders
caught
ten
ed,
has
still have sufficient time to
N. B. In order to secure the house, orchard, sight of town, can
against that section of the law
Clovis on Monday.
visit
142
Other
land.
runs
thru
creek
91,000 votes, for instance, get
and two against the hunting
E.
C.
Herby,
H.
J.
Shaw
Van.
the same person to subscribe for acres, 60 acres black valley land,
law.
The two pinched for huntWilkie
Bishop
and
Carter
Jim
the Clovis News for 25 years, or 3 room house. Value $50.00 per
ing
were riding in the country
have been named a committee
send the paper to 25 different acre investigate.
a 22 rifl e. Baca slipped inwith
on program.
addresses. We prefer the latter.
320 A. deeded land, all fenced
and before any one
Roswell
to
similarity
in
the
Manager The Clovis News Subscription Campaign:
There is no
The aame holds with reference and40
on
improvements.
was
the
he
really
other
knew
patriotic
a
one
is
occasions;
two
to the smaller number of subacres good wheat, 20 acres in celebration and the other a dis- ground he had rounded a numI nominate M
scriptions.
row crop, up, $5.00 per acre, play of agricultural products and ber who were fishing before the
Nomination Blank
as a lady worthy to compete for one of the valuable prizes
$500.00 down, terms at 8 per livestock. They should not and season opened. Formerly fishthis
in
paper will'
Elsewhere
you are giving away.
cent. In wheat belt 15 miles will not in any manner conflict ing for game fish could begin
be found a "nomination blank."
is
In order to have a succeessful May 15th, but now the date
Name,
Cut it out and sign your name to Northwest of town, on Route.
.I
T .
.1
it, and bring or tend to this
iourin oi tiuiy ceieurimuii. w , June 1st. Pecos Valley News.
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